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PREFACE
Although fifty years in the life of a college is little more
than a beginning, the semicentennial anniversary of the
founding of Rollins College was an event of significance considerably beyond the borders of Florida. This was due in
part to the fact that Rollins was the first standard college
in F lorida and that its pioneer sp irit has increased from decade to decade. It is attributable primarily, however, to
the prominence of its vital program of the decennial just
closing-a program which President Hamilton Holt has
called "an adventure in common-sense education."
Because the national reputation of Rollins is based chiefly
upon the unique educational accomplishments of President
Holt's decade, it has been the purpose of the Semicentennial
Committee, in arranging programs to commemorate the
fiftieth anniversary, to present the interesting historical background of the first forty years together with an interpretation of the present. The Committee has also been privileged
to present addresses and discussions relating the educational
program of Rollins with American education as a whole.
It is regrettable that lack of space does not permit the inclusion in toto of the stimulating addresses contributed by
guest speakers.
Due to lack of both time and money-entities still as difficult to find on the campus as they were fifty years agono effective effort has been made previously to assemble
or use the original source records of the history of Rollins.
Under the able supervision of Archivist Watt Marchman,
'33, a group of undergraduates working under the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration in 1934-35 and the National Youth Administration in the fall of 1936, have assembled, catalogued, indexed, copied and made available a
vast number of early records. Cooperation and assistance
have been given graciously and untiringly by local, state
and national officials of the Congregational Church, by officers of schools and colleges and by many librarians. Valuable manuscripts and publications have been loaned and donated by families connected with the founding of Rollins
and of Winter Park, and by other friends of the college in .
V

this and other states. Newspapers, principally those of
Central Florida and Jacksonville, have been searched
through the issues of 1884 and 1885 and the Florida TimesUnion through 1884-1900. Notable gifts of newspaper files
whose columns have revealed many choice items, have been
given by Mrs. James Seymour Capen and by Mr. and Mrs.
Josiah Ferris. Hitherto unknown facts have been gleaned
from the annual reports of the American Home Missionary
Society, from the minutes of the General Congregational
Association of Florida, from the minutes of the Board of
Trustees and the Faculty of Rollins, from the records of the
City of Winter Park, and from related sources.
Many volunteer workers have facilitated the work of the
Semicentennial Committee. To them, one and all, and in
particular the alumni who have loaned and given many cherished pictures, relics and papers for the exhibits of memorabilia, the Committee is deeply indebted.
The purpose of this publication is to preserve, in permanent and unified form, original source materials relating to
the founding of Rollins. The period under survey extends
from 29 January 1885 through 4 November 1885. All the
important, available, relevant facts pertaining to the founding of Rollins have been include(j. Although some facts
covering the subsequent history of Rollins have been added,
it should be pointed out that this publication is not, in any
sense, a history of Rollins. It is a history of the founding
and does not extend beyond that period.
Undoubtedly noteworthy events which have occurred
since 4 November 1885 will be chronicled, from time to time,
and due recognition then be given to all those who had a
part in the upbuilding of Rollins from this small beginning
under the succession of.such able leaders as President George
Morgan Ward and President William Fremont Blackman.
As in other colleges, the genius of Rollins has been its outstanding teachers such as Caroline Hills Abbott, Louise M.
Abbott, L. A. Austin, Thomas R. Baker, Nathan Barrows,
Susan H. Dyer, J. H. Ford, Alice E. Guild, E. C. Hills,
Charles K. Hoyt, R. R. Kendall, Susan A. Longwell, Frances
Ellen Lord, Annie W. Morton, Oliver C. Morse, Eva J.
Root and Robert J. Sprague.
vi

No less self-sacrificing has been the work of such trustees
as Irving Bacheller, John M. Cheney, W. C. Comstock, L.
F. Dommerich, Franklin Fairbanks, James Laughlin, Jr.,
W.R. O'Neal, Mrs. Charles L. Smith and J. H. Whittemore.
Generous benefactions from Mrs. Edward W. Bok, Andrew Carnegie, the Carnegie Foundation, Loring A. Chase,
the Congregational Education Society, L. F. Dommerich and
his children, T. Coleman duPont, Mrs. Homer Gage, Elbert
H. Gary, John H. Goss, Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Knowles,
Charles H. Morse, Dr. D. K. Pearsons, Cornelius A. Pugsley, Mrs A. W. Rollins, E. W. Rollins, George A. Rollins,
Milton J. Warner, Mrs. George E. Warren and H. H. Westinghouse have provided buildings, endowment, equipment
and running expenses along with a sympathetic interest all
of which has enable the trustees, faculty and students to
lay enduring foundations.
In the preparation of The Founding of Rollins
College invaluable aid has been received from Mr.
Marchman who is responsible for the Appendix, the Index
and the preparation of much of the material used. Excellent
editorial suggestions have come from Professor Edwin
Osgood Grover, Mr. Ralph S. Clark and President Holt.
As the observance of the 300th anniversary of the establishment of higher education in the United States, ushered
in by the Harvard Tercentenary in 1936, provokes a restudy
of educational progress, it is hoped that Rollins, because of
its pioneer and past achievements, its unique present and
its promising future, may challenge the best in American
youth.
A. J. HANNA, '17
Chairman, Semicentennial Committee
31 December 193 5
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REV. E. P. HOOKER, M.A., B.D., D.D.
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CHAPTER

I

AN EDUCATIONAL FRONTIER
influence contributing to the founding
of Rollins College was the establishment, nearly
four centuries ago, of the oldest settlement in the
United States within one hundred miles of what is now the
City of Winter Park. Though remote, this achievement
on the part of Philip II of Spain, Emperor of the most extensive domain the world has ever known, gave continuity
to the history of Florida and produced stability and background. From Virginia, whose settlement was the next
earliest influence, there came a few pioneers to extend the
borders of civilization to the Florida frontier. The third influence, and the most important, was the settlement of
Massachusetts and the subsequent founding of Harvard
College almost three centuries ago. This Pilgrim influence,
expressed through the Congregational Church, was chiefly
responsible for the founding of Rollins College.
In 1885, fifty years ago, Florida was in many respects
the last American frontier. The Civil War had been terminated only twenty years before. Florida, in common with
other Confederate states, was emerging from the Reconstruction Period. Its genial climate and potential wealth were
subjects of national interest. Along the west and east coasts
of the peninsula the great promoters, H. B. Plant and H.
M. Flagler, were laying foundations of the resort empires
which were soon to transform into reality the earlier dream
of Ponce de Leon's "Land of Flowers". The Pensacola and
Atlantic Division of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad,
and branches of what are now the Florida East Coast, the
Atlantic Coast Line, and the Seaboard Air Line Railroads,
had either been completed or were in process of construction. These improved means of transportation were attracting thousands of new settlers from many parts of the United
States to increase the population which was then less than
350,000. Endowed with the courage of the pioneer, these
newcomers were willing to experiment with untried crops
and unproved industries. The development of dtrus fruits,
whose planting had greatly increased in volume, promised to
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produce a new source of wealth. Settlers from every section of the country soon divested themselves of their provincial peculiarities and prejudices as they were welded together on this last American frontier to add a strong element
to the advancement of the national civilization.
Florida was also entering a period of educational advancement. By 1885 eight county high schools were in existence.I* Their courses of study were meager of course and
because the population was so scattered three state-supported institutions had been established some years before
to supplement the inadequate training of these schools.
One of these state-supported institutions was the East
Florida Seminary at Gainesville. According to its superintendent, E. P. Crater,
This institution is a school, not a college. The design of
its course of study is to prepare boys and young men for admission into university classes. . .2*

At Tallahassee there existed the West Florida Seminary,
which was not, according to its president, G. M. Edgar,
organized upon a "collegiate basis" . . . though teaching
a nominal collegiate course in connection with the common school
branches.3*

There existed at Lake City the Florida Agricultural College whose primary purpose, according to the act authorizing its establishment, was
to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts.41*

Of the privately-supported institutions of education existing in: Florida fifty years ago, the most impressive in name
was Florida University which is not to be confused with the
present University of Florida, created by the Florida Legislature in 1905. According to a contemporary governmental
report it
owed its origin to, and was to be conducted by, private enterT. E. Cochran, History of Public School Education in Florida, (BuZ.
letin No. 1, 1921, State Dept. of Education, Tallahassee, New' Era Print•
ing Co., Lancaster, Pa.) p. 103.
2.* G. G. Bush, Hi.storiJ of EducaUon in Florida, (Bureau of Education
Circular of Information No. 7, 1888, edited by Herbert B. Adams of Johns
Hopkins University, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1880),
1.•

p, 84.

3. *
4.*

Ibid. p. 87
Ibid. p. 10
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prise
Almost from the outset . . . it had no existence
except in name.5*

At DeLand was an academy controlled by the Florida
Baptist Convention, and supported partly by Northern capital.6*
There had been established at Starke by the Christian
Church an institution called Orange College. According to
a report of the State Superintend_ent of Public Instruction,
it was "a fine school ... at least m the lower grades."7*
Catholic academies not above high school grade were conducted by sisters of the various Roman orders at St. Augustine, Tampa, Key West and Jacksonville.
Into this virgin educational field of Florida came the Pilgrim missionaries over fifty years ago fired by the same high
purpose which had inspired their predecessors to found Harvard and many of the more distinguished colleges of the East.
One of their leaders, Reverend E. P. Hooker, D.D.,8* who
was later to become the first president of Rollins, expressed
this high idealism in a "powerful sermon" which was largely
responsible for the founding of Rollins. Said Dr. Hooker:
. . . the way to change public sentiment and ·lift the masses
higher, and make the public schools 9* what they ought to be in
every city, village and school district is to set up somewhere
the very highest standard.IO*
Ibid. p. 47
Ilnd p. 50
Ibid. p. 53
8.* Edward Payson Hooker, son of Truman and Elizabeth (Griswold)
Hooker, was born in Poultney, Vt., 2 July 1834. He was graduated from
Castleton Seminary, 1851, Middlebury College, A.B., In 1855, A.M. In 1858,
Andover Tehological Seminary, B.D. in 1861 and was ordained a Congregational minister 18 November 1861. He was a member of Chi Psi and
of Phi Beta Kappa and received the honora~y degree of D.D. from Middlebury In 1881. Dr. Hooker's teaching experience began in Fort Plain, N. Y .,
and was continued in Brattleboro, Vt., at Middlebury and at Rollins. He
filled pastorates at Medford, Mass., Fair Haven, Vt., Middlebury, Vt.,
Lawrence, Mass., and Winter Park, Fla. where he was instrumental in
organizing the Congregational Church. He was a trustee of Middlebury
and a charter trustee of Rollins. During his first year as President of
Rollins he received a salary of $ 1,000 , taught classes in addition to bis
administrative duties, and also filled the pastorate of the Congregational
Church. He died at Marshfield, Mass. 29 November 1904. His six chi!•
dren, Elizabeth, Stuart, Emily, Edward, Mary and Ashley were all students of Rollins.
9.* Writing President 'Noah Porter of Yale University 1 September 1885
Dr. Hooker stressed this need as follows: "The schools were running from
two to five months per year with little classification and wholly inadequate
facilities. • . Most of the 'crackers' or 'poor whites' of adult age cannot
read. Forty-five of every one hundred voters in sixteen Southern States
are illiterate, and Florida Is one of the most llllterate."
10.* This sermon was delivered before the General Congregational Associa,.
tion of Florida at Orange City 28 January 1885 .
5.*
6.*
7.*

CHAPTER

II

THE MOVEMENT TO FOUND A COLLEGE
Two streams united to form Rollins College at Winter Park
fifty years ago. One was the determination of the Congregational churches of Florida to found a Christian college at any
cost; the other was the desire of the Winter Park Company
a group of business men interested in promoting a new com~
munity, to have in their city a college

explained Reverend Edward M. Noyes, D.D., President of
the American Congregational Association in the first address
"The Early Hours of Rollins" of the initial program!• of
the Rollins Semicentennial, held at Orange City, Florida
29 January 1935. According to Dr. Noyes "the College began in a hidden spring in the heart of a devoted Christian
woman", Miss Lucy A. Cross 2*, whose plea "to found a
college thorough and complete in its courses of study" was
read by her pastor, Reverend C. M. Bingham, Moderator
of the first annual meeting of the General Congregational
Association of Florida.3 * This meeting took place at Winter
Park 18 March 1884. The immediate and cordial response
td Miss Cross' appeal caused the appointment of Reverend
J. A. Ball, Dr. Nathan Barrows and Reverend A. B. Dilley
as a committee "to present at the next annual meeting ...
a report on the Public S-chool System of Florida, and higher
education".4*
1.* The faculty chairman in charge of this ceremony was Reverend
William S. Beard, D.D., a former national officer of the General Council of
the Congregational Church.
2.* Lucy Ann Cross (1838-1927) of Philadelphia, Jefferson County, N. Y.,
graduate of Oberlin and former member of the Wellesley College faculty,
was for many years the head of a private school In Daytona Beach where
she was also a civic leader.
3.* "That there Is a necessity for such an Institution In Florida no one
will doubt who knows anything of the State and Its people", wrote Dr.
Henry Foster, the eminent physician of Clifton Springs, N. Y., to F. W.
Lyman, 28 March 1885. "There are no schools In Florida above the grade
of ordinary academies; there Is no place for educating teachers for the
schools already established. Good teachers are necessary to stimulate a
Jove for education; they cannot be furnished by anything less than a
first-class school. Unless such a school be established, the educational interests of the State will remain where they ·are; the rapid immigration from
the North will be pulled down to a level with the Floridian, and thus
the State remain, In the future as it ha s been in the past, one of the
most illiterate in the Union."
4* Minutes of the Annual (1884) Meeting of the General Congregational
Association of Florida (Times Union Printing House, Jacksonville, !<'la.,
1884), hereafter cited as " Minutes, G. C, A. F ."
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This committee secured the presentation of an effective
paper "The Mission of Congregationalism in Florida" by
Dr. Hooker, on 28 January 1885 at. the second annual meeting of the Association at Orange City. In part Dr. Hooker
said:
Congregationalism has a mission of Christian education; to
promote the educational work it finds and to inaugurate and
prosecute other and higher work of instruction. The growth
of Florida in all highest prosperity depends upon improvement
in education more than upon its orange groves or any other
industry. Without this no other attraction will persuade Northern families in very large numbers to come here as permanent
residents. The education of t heir children they will place. before
their own health, or even life.
In 1636, when the Plymouth colony was only sixteen years
old, the same year that the First Church in Cambridge was organized, Harvard College was founded .... We can get a glimpse
of the spirit of self-sacrifice that characterized the movement by
what is stated to be a fact, that some Congregational ministers
who were able to give nothing more, contributed a peck of corn
toward the college, probably a part of their salary paid in kind.
The leading intent was to provide for the colonies an educated
ministry, separated as they were from the Mother Country by
the almost impassable ocean and by the enmity of the mother
that had cast out her children with a cruel hand.
But Harvard College provided not only an educated Congregational ministry. It cast into the infant life of the settlements
those forces which have built up a commonwealth as Jntelligent,
as moral and religious, as benevolent, as enterprising and influential in lifting the world higher as any state on whlch the sun
ever shone . . . .
As that state [Connecticut] grew, while its population was
yet scattered and very meagre, though Harvard college was not
far away, in 1700 Yale College was founded under Congregational inspiration and guardianship. It was ninety years, 1790,
before the population reached 238,1411, which was less than
the population of Florida in 1880 by over 31,000. Yale,
with Harvard, did much to give Connecticut its position in all
intelligence and power for good In the world ..•
These facts are sufficient to show that it has been the mission of Congregationalism to carry the higher learning wherever
it has gone. The Christian college has been its early care; not
a college for Congregationalists alone, but for all who will come;
a fair and mighty helper of the Church in its work of laying
the foundation of a Christian civilization.
My brethren of the Congregational churches and ministry of
Florida; we are gathered in a state settled by Europeans about
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fifty years before the coming of the fathers of our faith and
polity to Plymouth. No state in the world has fairer skies or
a more genial climate. . . Has the time not come for us with
this free faith to illumine these forests, and with the free gospel
and the college bring in the brighter time? Has not the hour
struck for the courage, wisdom and devotion of our fathers?
But whence shall come the means? Did our fathers in the log
cabins among the forests where Cambridge now stands, the site
of the great Harvard, falter before that appalling question? Did
they falter at New Haven? Among the mountains of New
Hampshire and Vermont? Do the men of our own day falter
and turn back, appalled at this question, along the frontier line
advancing westward? Not so! . . . Shall we begin timidly?
Shall we falter? Shall we let slip our opportunity?
The outlook is grand and glorious. A few of us stand on
these early heights of the new time. We love the State to
which we have come; these genial skies, these clear sparkling
lakes, the souls of the people that dwell among these forts. We rejoice at the arrival of those who crowd the steamboats and the
cars. We are a little before them and bid them welcome. We
rejoice in the privilege of laying the foundations for the future.5*

A Committee, composed of Reverend S. D. Smith of
Orlando, Reverend J. C. Houghton of the Addison Co.
Association of Vermont and Reverend W. W. Winchester
of the Bennington Association of Vermont, was appointed
to consider Dr. Hooker's stirring appeal. Acting promptly
in order to increase the enthusiastic support accorded Dr.
Hooker's scholarly survey, this committee reported the next
day, 29 January 1885, as follows:
In view of the need of the State of Florida for better schools
and institutions for the higher education of the young men and
women of the state; in consideration of the important influences
such institutions have had in the past, in moulding the character
of the young, in promoting the growth of our churches, and in
establishing the kingdom of our Lord, . . . [we] feel that the
same good results may confidently be expected to follow a like
course of action at the present time, and fully believe that Congregationalism cannot really fulfill its mission and be true to
its educational history unless it also carries with the gospel of
Christ the means and facilities for intellectual enlightment;
your committee believes ... with ... [Dr. Hooker] that the time
has come to take the initiatory steps toward the founding of
an institution for the higher education in the State of Florida.
To accomplish this end, it is further recommended that a
committee of three be appointed to receive propositions from
5.*

Archives of Rollins College,
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various sections of the State in regard to inducements that
can be offered for the location of this college, and that this
committee be requested to make a full report of such propositions at a special meeting of this Association . . • [to] select
the most suitable location for the college, and elect a board of
trustees • • • to complete the organization and incorporation
of this Institution of learning.6*

A reconsideration of this proposed action resulted in the
enlargement of the committee to five and the election of the
following members: Dr. Hooker, and Mr. F. W. Lyman7*
of Winter Park, Reverend S. F. Gale of Jacksonville, Reverend C. M. Bingham of Daytona and Mr. R. C. Tremain of
Mt. Dora.8*
The adoption of this report by the Pilgrim missionaries
representing the thirteen original churches-Hawk's Park,
Interlachen, Jacksonville, Lake Worth, Longwood, Mount
Dora, New Smyrna, Norwalk, Orange Chy, Orlando,9*
Pomona, Port Orange and Winter Park-which comprised
in 1885 the membership of the General Congregational Association of Florida, constituted a significant development in
the advancement of educational influences and standards.
As a direct result of it Rollins College was founded. As a
part of the American Home Missionary Society, the General
Congregational Association of Florida was privileged to
profit in this important undertaking by the able leadership
6.*

Minutes, G. C. A. F.

7.* Frederick Wolcott Lyman, son of Rev. Ephriam and Hannah Dolbeare (Richards) Lyman, was born in Plymouth, Conn., 18 June 1840. He
received his early training in the public schools and at the Gunnery School,
Washington, Conn. His highly successful business career began in Minneapolis, In 1871, where he became Treasurer of the Lyman-Eliel Drug Co., a
director of the National Bank of Commerce, Northwestern National Bank
and Minnesota Loan and Trust Co. He served as President of the Business Men's Association; as a member of the City Charter Commission; as
Deacon, Superintendent of the Sunday School and Chairman of the Board
of Trustees of Plymouth Church, Minneapolis. After making his winter
home in Winter Park in 1882, Mr. Lyman identified himself with the new
development of Central Florida and served as first President of the Winter
Park Company and as Vice-President of the Lyman Bank of Sanford. He
was perhaps more active than any other citizen of Winter Park in giving
and raising funds to secure the proposed new college (Rollins). He was
a charter trustee, served as P1·esident of the Corporntion of Rollins, 188590, and donated Lyman Gymnasium. He was also a trustee of Chicago
rheological Seminary and of Pomona College. Married o May 1876 Elizabeth Huntington Clark. Surviving children: Miss Katherine H. Lyman and
Frederick C. Lyman of Minneapolis, and Mrs. Charles B. Green of Wllliams1own, Mass.
8.*

Minutes, G. C. A. F.

D.*

Now the First Presbyterian Church.
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of the Society's president, Dr. Julius H. Seelye,10* the fifth
president of Amherst College.
After taking this historic action the Association proceeded to elect the following trustees:
Nathan Barrows, M.D., Orange City, Fla.
Reverend C. M. Bingham, Daytona, Fla.
W. C. Comstock, Chicago, Ill.
Franklin Fairbanks, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Henry Foster, M.D., Clifton Springs, N. Y.
Reverend ~.. F. Gale, Jacksonville, Fla.
Reverend J. A. Ball, New' Smyrna, Fla.
Reverend E. P. Hooker, D.D., Winter Park, Fla.
Reverend H. D. Kitchel, D.D., East Liverpool, Ohio
F. B. Knowles, Worcester, Mass.
F. W. Lyman, Winter Park, Fla.
A. W. Rollins, Chicago, Ill.
Superintendent A. J. Russell, Jacksonville, Fla.
Reverend S. D. Smith, Orlando, Fla.
Reverend B. T. Stafford, Norwalk, Fla.
Reverend J. A. Tomlinson, Longwood, Fla.
R. C. Tremain, Mt. Dora, Fla.
Reverend M. C. Welch, Pomona, Fla.11* ·
Recognition of the Pilgrim inheritance of Rollins was fittingly acknowledged in the Rollins Semicentennial Convocation12* on 29 January 1935, fifty years to the day after this
significant action took place, by including as guests of honor
in the academic procession the pastors or representatives of
10.* " . • • President Seelye, of Amherst College, spent last winter
('80) In Florida, and while there expressed. • • bis surprise at the prolific yield of the State, his charmed sense of Its delightful climate, and bis
confident belief it was destined to be 'The Italy of America' •.• "-The
· Southern Congregationalist, May, 1800.
11.* Biographical sketches of these charter trustees will be found in the
Appendix, pp. 53-50.
12.* Following the convocation a bronze tablet, inscribed with facts about
the founding of Rollins, was unveiled by the donor, Mrs. H. C. Murray,
at the Orange City Congregational Church. Similar facts were recorded
in a highway marker, presented by Mrs. T. C. Maguire, on behalf of the
Daughters of the Ame1·ican Revolution of Volusia County and accepted by
Mayor Edward Webb of Orange City. A feature of the reception and tea
which was given by the women of Orange City at the conclusion of the
exercises was an exhibit of memorabilia relating to the founding of Rollins,
prepared under the direction of Mrs. Grace Phillips Johnson and Mr. Watt
Marchman. It included photographs, paintings and biographical sketches of
many of those participating in the 29 January 1885 meeting of the Gen·
eral Congregational Association of Florida, the minutes of that meeting and
other items relating to the founding of Rollins.
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Congregational churches not only from Florid~ but _from
many other parts of the country. The predommant mfluence of the church in the founding of Rollins was further
emphasized in the fact that the second address on. the program was delivered br the Moder~t~r of the General
Council of the Congregational and Chnstian Churches, Reverend Jay T. Stocking, D.D., a part of whose inspiring address, "The Building of a College", is here reproduced:
After fifty years we assemble, and the builders pause, not
to admire a completed structure but to take a look at the building done and to reflect upon the shape that future building should
take to meet the wants of the day. As the buildings must be
adapted to fit the climate, associations, and physical features
of the location, so the invisible structure must be adapted to
the climate and shape of the time it serves.
Greater changes have taken place in these fifty years than
had taken place between the day of the founding of the college
and that of the institutions of which it was to be a companion.
The American colleges were founded primarily to prepare men
for the ministry and other so-called learned p_rofessions. The
idea of what constituted the educated man was quite clear. The
theory of education was to acquaint a man with a given body of
knowledge and information, the possession of which, with its
resultant outlook, was called culture.
Long since, the number of college people who have elected
to enter the professions became a minority, and we are today
in much confusion as to what constitutf!s education and how to
achieve it. The office and place of the college must be rethought. . .
We in America have believed in education superstitiously.
Only lately have we done much thinking as to what its goal
should be. The late President Faunce once sai!), "I am inclined
to think that most Americans do value education as a business
asset, but not as an entrance to the joy of intellectual experience. . . They value it not as an experience but as a tool. . ."
This college was founded in the belief that in the building
of a college a worthy place should be given to religion. We
have not lost that belief. The college is not an evangelistic
agency, or a reform college, or a nursery of piety. It is a
school of learning. But intelligence cannot stop short of an interpretation of the meaning of life and of the universe. If a
man is going to adjust himself intelligently to the unive.rse, he
must have some working idea of what it is all about. If he is
going to adjust himself happily to it he must feel at home in it,
must feel that there is a purpose in it which he can, at least,
''know in part". Religion may be spoken of as the sense of
cooperation with the eternal purpose . . .

10
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After fifty years of striving to fulfill the highest ideals of
education, Rollins pauses to think of what she has achieved. This
should be a happy day for the college and a happy day for the
churches of Florida, of whose vision, courage, and sacrifice
the college was born. Upon the achievements of these years the
college stands with confidence in itself and in its task, and upon
these achievements the churches may look with deep satisfact ion.
The college has justified its support both from the past and
from the future.

CHAPTER

III

THE COMMEMORATION OF THE FOUNDING
vrnw of the commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of Rollins College, the 193 5 exercises of "Founders Week,"l* February 20-25, assumed
unusual significance.
Mr. Walter V. McDuffie, Rollins x92, a former member
of the Massachusetts State Board of Education, the son of
the Reverend S. V. McDuffie, pastor in 1885 of the Congregational Church of Orange City, and the only known
surviving eyewitness of the action taken 29 January 1885
by the General Congregational Association of Florida to
found Rollins, was appropriately the principal speaker at
the thirty-seventh annual luncheon-meeting of the Alumni
Association held in the Commons on February 23. He was
introduced by the President of the Alumni Ass'n, Rex Beach,
'97, Litt.D., '27, who presided as toastmaster. Mr. McDuffie
recalled his boyhood recollections of the founding of Rollins
and closed his address with a vivid description of the campus and its vibrant personalities of forty-nine years ago
when he was a student.
It was estimated that 7,000 friends of Rollins assembled
on the campus on 8-unday afternoon, February 24, to hear
the noted contributors to the Rollins Animated Magazine,
which, during the past nine years, under the leadership of
President Hamilton Holt as editor and Professor Edwin
Osgood Grover as publisher, has developed into one of the
unique events of Florida's winter season. Representative
of widely distributed fields of achievement, the following read
briefly from their own works: Rex Beach, novelist; Edwin
B. Frost, astronomer; Arthur Guiterman, poet; U. S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull; Richard Lloyd Jones, editor;
H. V. Kaltenborn, author and radio news commentator; Ambassador Andre L. de Laboulaye of France; Joseph C. Lincoln, novelist; Jay T. Stocking, Moderator of the Congregational Church; Eunice Tietjens, poet; President John J.

I

N

1. • Founders' Week includes the most important series of events in
the Rollfns calendar. It is held annually during the week of Was hington's Birthday and includes events which In other colleges occur at commencement.
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Tigert of the University of'Florida; Rabbi Stephen S. Wise
and Thomas J. Watson, business leader who, speaking on
"The Relation of Education to Progress," said in part:
Back of anything worthwhile we always find two things-an
idea and a personality. The idea back of Rollins College is
Progress and the Personality is Dr. Hamilton Holt. He has
made Rollins a milestone marking the road to future Progress ...
This impressive celebration of the Semicentennial of Rollins
College emphasizes two outstanding facts: first that this splendid
institution has completed fifty years of steady growth, and
second that there are in America more and more colleges and
universities which for half a century and more have been imparting the accumulated knowledge of the ages to succeeding
generations of graduates who have written their names at the
top in the professions and in the world of business.

The Founder's Day convocation was held on February
25th in the Knowles Memorial Chapel which was erected
as a memorial to F. B. Knowles, one of the noblest of the
charter trustees. The first address on this occasion, "The
University and American Youth," was delivered by Dr.
Stephen S. Wise, Rabbi of the Free Synagogue of New York
City. He made an impassioned plea for the preservation ot
the democratic ideal which he defined as:
. . . the fellowship of man seeking under the reign of law
the good of all, and looking beyond national, racial, religious
barriers to a divine brotherhood under God of world justice
and human peace.

In his prefactory remarks Rabbi Wise said:
I shall ever cherish in the experiences and memories of a lifetime the privilege of having some part not only in the Founders
Day of Rollins College of 1985, but especially on that day which
is bound up with the semicentennial celebration of that day
on which a little group of pioneers undertook and inaugurated
a work that lives practically, grandly, fruitfully, and beneficiently after half a century; that gives promise of being a light and
a benediction to this great commonwealth and, indeed, to all
America through the generations that are to come.

Rabbi Wise took as his text John Milton's statement
"Education must train the man and the citizen," and concluded his message with the statement that the loftiest service of a college
is to help men and women to keep the free and unhampered
mind, and to love and follow the beauty of holiness, to think
alone as individuals and to dwell together as brothers, for
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thinking is the business of the individual and togetherness is
the business of the many. Above all, to cherish and serve and
to give all, if needs must, to the democratic ideal.

In recognition of their prominence in service to mankind,
honorary degrees were a_warded to Andre L. de Laboulaye,
LL.D., Joseph C. Lincoln, Litt.D., Jay T. ~tocking, LL.D.,
John J. Tigert, LL.D., Frances Knowles Warren, L.H.D.,
Thomas J. Watson, L.H.D., Stephen S. Wise, D.D. and
Cordell Hull, L.H.D. The Secretary of State expressed his
appreciation of the honor as follows:
I am peculiarly appreciative of this distinction both because
it is conferred on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the
founding of the college and also by reason of my keen interest
in the spirit and method that have been introduced into the
activities of teaching by Rollins College.
I might say, since I have known him so well over a long
period of years, it is worth a trip from Washington to pay
deserved tribute to the distinguished president of this institution, Dr. Hamilton Holt.
While other schools have been following scrupulously in the
beaten path in methods of education, those in charge of this
institution were willing to step out resolutely and boldly and
undertake to blaze a new course that would give the student
a considerably increased amount of latitude and lee-way and
freedom, while at the same time preserving a due sense of responsibility. This balance of freedom with responsibility to
the great extent it has been accomplished by this institution of
learning results in equipping the student, in my judgment, to
the fullest possible extent to grapple with the practical problems
of the future.

His Excellency, the French Ambassa-dor, also spoke briefly
of the long friendship existing between his country and the
United States and expressed his hope
that Rollins College will remain, in the heart of your sunny
state, as it has been for half a century, a harbor of high learning and scholarship for the lasting benefit of coming generations.2•

In special recognition of the fiftieth anniversary of the
founding of Rollins, the Board of Trustees, through one of
2.* At a dinner given at the Virginia Inn under the auspices of Rollins
College to honor the French Ambassador and to revive interest In French
influences In the development of Florida, Ambassador de Laboulaye created
President Holt an officer In the Order of the Legion of Honor "recognizing
onco more the high value of the services rendered .. ,"
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its members, Mr. H. W. Caldwell, announced the establishment of the Rollins Decoration of Honor
. . . to be given only in recognition of distinguished and eminent se.rvice to Rollins College and to be awarded only to
alumni trustees, members of the faculty or administrative staff,
or friends of the College whose services have been of real and
significant contribution to the progress of Rollins.

The first award of this decoration was bestowed upon
President Holt, for his eminent services, as the concluding
feature of the convocation.
The final event of the exercises of the 193 5 Founders
Week was the Phi Beta Kappa meeting in the Annie Russell
Theatre on the evening of Founders' Day, Februa1y 25. It
was devoted largely to a review of the history of Rollins
College. This subject was ably presented by William R.
O'Neal, LL.D., (Rollins), who since 1887 has served the
Board of Trustees and who for thirty years was Treasurer
of the College. "It has been my good fortune to know intimately all the men and women who have made Rollins
College possible," said Mr. O'Neal in discussing the past
of Rollins, in all of which, with the exception of two years,
he has taken a leading part.
The memorabilia, illuminating the entire history of the
college, exhibited during Founders' Week, in the lobby of
Carnegie Hall and in the Thomas R. Baker Museum, attracted unusual attention.3*

a.• One of the unique and much admired exhibits, which enriched the
Semicentennial, was a beautiful silk dress worn by Miss Guild at parties
during the first academic year. It was given the college by Miss Guild,
and through the generosity of Mr. H. W. Hoover of North Canton, Ohio,
It has been hermetically sealed in a modern case where it wlll be preserved
for posterity.

CHAPTER

IV

LOCATING THE COLLEGE
to found a college were heralded in the
press of Florida is evident from the following extract
from an Orlando newspaper which appeared three
weeks subsequent to the action taken at Orange City on
29 January 1885:

T

HAT PLANS

It was announced in last week's Reporter that at a recent
session of the Congregational Association of this state, it was
voted unanimously to establish a first-class college in Florida.
We learn that those immediately interested in this enterprise
are in earnest, and have sufficient backing to insure the successful establishment of such an institution. Assurances have
been received from the northern friends to the undertaking
that important pecuniary aid can be obtained from that quarter,
There is no doubt that a college of the highest grade will
soon be established some.where in our State by the friends of
this enterprise. There is a committee on location now ready
to receive propositions from any town which may wish to offer
inducements for the location of the college in its vicinity. The
citizens of the various towns are already awake to the great
advantages to be derived from the presence of such an institution in their midst, and are preparing to offer large inducements . . . l*

An editorial in a Jacksonville paper gave assurance that
the proposed college would
be Catholic in its teaching-a Christian college in the best
acceptation of those words. It has the means to carry out its
plans and the school would doubtless, if located in a center of
population and wealth, be a credit to the Association and the
State, and a great boon to our young people who cannot afford
to go to Yale or Harvard. It would expend during the first
year after the location from $25,000 to $40,000 in buildings, and
we are informed that chairs and scholarships would soon be
endowed, probably within a year. The school would get to work,
to a limited extent, next winter.2*

That the citizens of Jacksonville-then as now the largest
city in Florida 3*-"were awake to the great advantages to
be derived from the presence of such an institution" is
Orange County Reporter, 19 February 1885.
Fl orida Tim es-Union, 5 April 1885.
a.• Jacksonville had a population in 1880 of 7,050; the last census of
1930 showed 129,549.
1.*

2.*
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clear from the concluding paragraphs of the preceding editorial:
Here is a chance for our Jacksonville property-holders to make
a point. They can get this school here if they will do as several places in South and Central Florida propose doing, give
lands and money to the enterprise. And we understand that
parties in the Riverside and Springfield suburbs propose making propositions to the Board, which meets on the 14th of this
month at Mount Dora, and will go from there to Winter Park
and Orange City. . . colleges cannot be bought ready-made like
saw-mills and cotton-gins. They are the slow growth of years,
and they never flourish except in centres of population ...
If the Congregational Association want [ sic] to build up a
flourishing and influential school their best plan is to locate it
here in Jacksonville, where the population is dense and where
from eighty thousand to one hundred thousand Northern people
annually come in search of pleasure and health. Many of these
people have young men and women they are educating . . . The
school would be under the· eyes of thousands of wealthy people
and doubtless get large volunteer donations for its support.
It is utterly useless to locate colleges in out-of-the-way places,
and in sparsely settled communities. . . Scholastic studies are
no longer pursued in monkish cells, or in the solitude of caves
and mountain fastnesses. . .

One of the competing towns of the lower part of the state
referred to was Daytona, where, reported Reverend C. M .
Bingham
I have been very busy canvassing our place, to see what inducements we can offer. We have the healthy location, the
river, the ocean, and the grounds; but I fear that, in the money
line, we may come behind some of our competitors. This is a
hard time for building colleges in the South, as business is dull,
and money unusually scarce and hard to get. However, we are
pioneers and foundation -layers; we J)ropose to do the best we
can for those who come after us. If there are any rich men
at the North, who are desirous of putting their money in a
good place, there is a most excellent chance now, in the building of a college somewhere in Florida.4*

One of the out-of-the-way and sparsely settled communities, slightingly referred to by the "metropolitan" daily, was
Winter Park, whose population at this time (1885) consisted of one hundred nineteen white families and twelve
families of negroes. There were two general stores, a Town
Hall, a public school, a hotel (then the Rogers House, now
4.*

The H ome Misswnar-y, New York, N. Y., May, 1885.
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the Virginia Inn) and the Congregational Chur_ch. "Cottages at Winter Park are in harmony with the natural
beauty of the place . . . there are now sixty-three within
one and one-half miles of the depot and several more are
planned."5* What Winter Park lacked in numbers it apparently made up in activity. According to Dr. Hooker:
We are this week making up our proposals for the location
of the Christian college here, which the Florida Association at
its last meeting voted to found. If any town or city in the
State shall bid higher than this young but enterprising Christian community, it will do nobly.6*

Mr. F. W. Lyman, who had come to Winter Park from
Minneapolis in the spring of 1882, described the campaign
as follows:
,vinter Park at once became the center of most intense activity, and a house to house canvass was made. Everyone was
expected to give. No sum was too large to ask for, and none
too small to receive. Every loyal Winter Parkite felt that no
place in the state could offer natural advantages comparable
with hers; Providence had done its part with lavish hand, and
they must do theirs not less freely. Day by day the roll of
honor lengthened as signature followed signature on the subscription list, till eight figures became necessary to express
the total pledge in dollars and cents. The whole amount subscribed was kept a profound secret, as it was feared that
should other places learn what Winter Park would offer they
might redouble their efforts, and the prize thereby be lost.7*

In the circulars which the Committee on Location of the
General Congregational Association of Florida had issued
inviting communities in Florida to offer bids for the proposed college, it was stated that such proposals were to be
filed before March 20, 1885. So well did this Committee
discharge its duties that a special session of the Association
was convened in Mt. Dora 8* at two o'clock on the afternoon of April 14 to consider the proposals and to decide
on a site.9* The host town, l\llt. Dora, was accorded the
courtesy of first presenting its proposal. It was made by
5.* Winter Park Flm·idian, 1 January, 1885.
6.* The Home llfissionanJ, New York, N. Y., May, 1885.
7.* F. W. Lyman, "Early Days of Rollins College," Rollins College Bulletin, Vol. V., No. 1, October, 1911 (Report of the 25th anniversary of the
founding of Rollins College).
8.* The meeting was held In the old Gulick and Pease two-story building
on the southeast corner of Fourth Avenue and Donnelly Street.
9.* Minutes, G. C. A. ·F.
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Deacon Abram Spofford, Colonel John M. Alexander,
Colonel John A. Macdonald and others.10* A ten-acre tract
rising approximately 150 feet from the shore of Lake Dora,
one of the most magnificent sites in Florida, valued at the
time at $10,000, was offered for the campus. Cash of $5,000,
notes of $800, lumber valued at $350, a microscope priced
at $257 and 775 acres of land, held at $19,157, brought the
total Mt. Dora inducement to $35,564.00. 11 * So impressed
were the delegates that a recess was taken until 4:30 p. m.
during which time the proposed site for the campus was
inspected.
Daytona's proposal was next presented by Reverend C.
M. Bingham, assisted by Miss Lucy A. Cross. They illustrated their presentation with maps of the then little-known
resort town, offered $11,500 in cash and threw in the Atlantic
Ocean, at a valuation of $20,000. 12*
Jacksonville's proposal was made by Reverend S. F. Gale,
who offered the choice of several suburban sites and cash
amounting to about $13,000. He also no doubt stressed the
advantage of population.13* An offer of approximately
$12,500 came informally from Interlachen.
Orange City's proposal was tendered by Reverend S. V.
McDuffee and Dr. Nathan Barrows. Mr. Lyman, who
represented Winter Park, evidently enjoyed the drama attending his presentation which he described as follows:
As one proposal after another was read it became evident
to the Winter Park representative-who alone knew what its
subscription was-that other towns were hopelessly distanced,
and he was correspondingly elated, but managed to maintain
a calm exterior, perhaps even to assume an aspect of gloom
which was somewhat misleading. When his turn came, last
of all, and he presented the pledge from Winter Park aggre10.* Ibid.
11.• Lucy A. Cross, The Beginning of Rollins College (MSS), Archives
of Rollins College.
12.* Ibid.
ia.• S. F. Gale In The Florida Times-Union, 21 April, 1885 : "I esteemed
it a happy circwnstance. . . that I could tender off'ers of sites by such
public spirited citizens as Hon. Columbus Drew, Mr. J. Follansbee, Messrs.
W. and W. S. Walker; a lso by the Rive,·side Company, Messrs. W. and
W. S. Walker, agents, and the generous and appreciative Springfield Company, Mr. Henry S. Ely, Secretary."
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gating in cash, stock, land, etc., about $125,000,14* there was
consternation and deep despair on many faces, followed by
an unworthy attempt on the part of a very few persons, not
members of the Association, to discredit the honesty of the
Winter Park proposals.
The intensity of feeling and the length to which some were
ready to go may be imagined when people were willing to
assert that the campus offered by the Winter Park Company
was under water a cons iderable part of the year. This was
so stoutly maintained, that some members of the Association
who had never visited the campus were unwilling to vote to
locate the college at Winter Park until they had inspected the
grounds, and an adjournment was had to Winter Park, with
a proviso in the resolution, however, that no de.cisive vote be
taken until Orange City also had been seen.15*

According to Miss Cross, the majority of the delegates
rode from Mt. Dora to Winter Park in a lumber wagon
drawn by mules. She had the good fortune, however, to
ride in the buggy assigned Reverend B. T. Stafford and
Dr. Barrows who put a box in the vacant space back of
the seat and cheerfully took turns riding on it "or walking
for a change."16*
The Association resumed its session at 7 :00 p. m. April
15 at Winter Park17* which was "rendered very pleasant
by an address given by Professor John Kost."18* On the
morning of April 16 the delegates were given a ride through
Winter Park which Hamilton Disston 19* had described two
years earlier as being "as beautiful a location for a town
of winter homes as any place I have ever seen."20* The
proposed campus site was described by Miss Cross as nsu.•

Actually $114,180, consisting of:
Campus
Pledges for Cash _ _ __
Stock, Winter Park Co. _ _ __
Gift of Mr. Rollins _ _ _ _ __
Other Lands _ _ _ __ _ __

0,585
23,050
25,000
50,000
5,645
$114,180

The Original subscribers to this fund, the "Charter" donors of Rollins, are
listed In the Appendix, p. 59-61.
15.* Lyinan, op. cit.
16.* Cross, op. cit.
17.* Minutes, G.C.A.F.
18 .* Cross, op. cit. Dr. Kost was President of the so-called Florida Uni·
versity.
19.* Hamilton Dlsston and associates bought 4,0oo,ooo acres of Florida
land In 1881 at 25 cents per acre. This fund enabled the state government
to refinance itself, resulted In attracting new settlers and laid the foundations for the present development.
20.• Cross, op. cit.
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ing "about fifty feet above Lake Virginia across which some
pleasant looking residences and grounds were in sight, giving a pretty view, but we thought a finer site for the college
would be the residence and orange grove presented by Mr.
Rollins."21 *
From Winter Park the delegates proceeded on the South
Florida Railroad to Sanford and from there down the St.
Johns River to Blue Springs by the steamer Chesapeake,
whose captain, according to Miss Cross, bidding against an
agent on another line, finally offered to take the twentythree academic travellers free! By horse car the party
proceeded from Blue Springs toward Orange City. "As
the car passed the proposed site for the campus" reported
Miss Cross
it waited for us to visit it. We found it high pine land
with an extended view over Orange City. The young ladies
greeted us with waving handkerchiefs and led us into the midst
of a joyous social where an excellent supper was served after
which there was an exciting meeting followed by the vote.22*

Orange City's proposal consisted of cash of $9,326, work
promised to the extent of $559, lumber valued at $150 and
land held at $1,800.00. 23*
The final vote closing the long deliberations over the .
location of the proposed college was taken just before the
close of the final session on Friday morning, April 17. The
result was: Blank, 2; Orange City, 9; Winter Park, 13,
which led the Moderator to declare that the Association
had selected Winter Park as the location for the college.
And then
Dr. Nathan Barrows of Orange City, after a few preliminary words, moved that the selection of Winter Park by a
majority vote be now made unanimous; and that . . . WE
PLEDGE OURSELVES TO DO ALL IN OUR POWER
FOR THE PROSPERITY OF THE COLLEGE, JUST THE
SAME AS THOUGH IT HAD BEEN LOCATED IN ANY
OTHER PLACE . . . THE MOTION WAS CARRIED BY
A RISING VOTE. , . 24,*

To commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the important
21.*
of the
22. *
23.*
24.*

This was later "The Palms," estate of the la te E. H. Brewer, one
show places of Florida,
Cross, op. cit.
Cross, op. cit .
Minutes, G.C.A.F.
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decision to locate the college in Winter Park, a convocation
was held in Knowles Memorial Chapel on 17 April 1935,
fifty years to _the day after the de~ision was reached. This
event, accordmg to a procla!11a~10n· of Mayor Bak~r of
Winter Park was the most significant date m the history
of the town ;nd was therefore designated by him a_s. a day
on which residents/ s~ould. make gratefu_l recogn1tion of
"the great and increasmgly important services rendered the
youth of the land by Rollins."25*
Mr. Joshua Coffin Chase, former trustee of _Rollins, who
as a pioneer has known by personal observation the halfcentury of history of the college, gave the address, "Fifty
Years Ago" at the 17 April 1935 convocation. In this address Mr. Chase drew a striking picture of conditions
throughout Florida and a detailed description of Winter
Park and envious of a half-century ago. Said he:
At that time the peninsula of Florida was just beginning
[in 1885] to emerge from the wilderness ... Florida was i;eally
a poor state. Its wealth per capita was lower at that time
than any other state in the union. Its resources were hardly
in the commencement of · their development-no a,u,tomotive
vehicles, no telephones, no radios, no electric lights or electric
refrigerators or electric fans . . . There was no railroad operating between Jacksonville and Sanford. All freight and passengers from the North came by boat from Jacksonville to Sanford to connect with a narrow gauge railroad that operated
one daily train each way between Sanford and Tampa. The
train time was one hour and five minutes between Sanford and
Winter Park. . .26*

In special recognition of the significance of the occasion,
President Holt, on behalf of the Board of Trustees, conferred the Rollins Decoration of Honor on Mrs. Caroline
Hills Abbott, member of the faculty 1892-1907 Reverend
Edwin C. Gillette, Superintendent of the Florida Conference of ~ongregatio1;al Church~s, Mrs. Helen C. Dick, generous friend of Rollins and Wmter Park civic leader Miss
Clara Louise Guild, M.A., first graduate of Rollids and
founder of the Alumni Association, and Mr. Joshua Coffin
Cha~e, former truste~ and leader in the citrus industry of
Florida and now President of the Florida Historical Society.
~mediately following the convocation the academic pro2~.• Records of the City ot Winter Park.
20.* J. C. Chase, "Fifty Years Ago" (MSS), Archives of Rollins College.
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cession proceeded to the Congregational Church where Mr.
Cornelius P. Kitchel read the following remarkable letter,
written to President Hooker by his grandfather, Reverend
H. D. Kitchel, D.D., former president of Middlebury College and charter trustee of Rollins:
. . . Looking back over these two winters which I have spent
at Winter Park with you, they seem to me to have been just
at the right time for wise plans and brave undertakings for
the new Florida that is soon to be. The new quality of immigration that had been pouring in of late years, largely of New
England blood and breeding, had multiplied communities ripe
now for all better things, craving churches, specially churches.
How remarkable was that outbreak of church organizations in
the winter of 1884, and still going on unabated in all the best
portions of the State!
And then the spontaneous craving which was sure to followthe demand for schools of higher training and ripe culture
which we witnessed this last winter, and the great faith that
struck for a Christian college so early, as one of the foundations most needful-surely no one can doubt that in all this
God called for this onward movement. It was none too early.
You could not do less than enter a door so divinely thrown
open before you; and I am glad you were not disobedient to
that calling. And our aim and thought and hope are not for
Florida alone in this undertaking. More and more God in
interpreting it to us that the South is given as His burden and
trust to this and the next generation; and your evangelizing and
educating in Florida reach and compass that great question.
God help you, dear brother, to lay this great matter like a
live coal on the hearts of good and able men. Do not for a
moment doubt that somewhere He has His own money for
this work, and will guide your hand to it. Remember how
He has gone on before us in all this matter hitherto, outrunning
our hopes and shaming our best faith. You will still have His
guidance. There are men of large hearts and means to whom
. He will have spoken beforehand of this matter.27*

From the Church the procession moved to the corner of
Morse Boulevard and Interlachen Avenue where Ivfrs.
Philip T. Stillman presented to Mayor Baker a bronze tablet
with coquina base bearing the following inscription:
To commemorate the I?iftieth Anniversary of the decision
reached 17 April 1885 by the General Congregational Ass'n of
Florida to establish in Winter Park Rollins College, the first
institution of higher education in Florida, this tablet is placed
27.*

Archives of Rollins College.
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17 April 1935 by the residents of Winter Park near the site
where was originally announced this significant decision.

The plaque was unveiled by Mrs. Frank W. Cullen, granddaughter of David Mizell, first (1858) white resident of
Winter Park.
The exercises of the day were concluded at the President's House where memorabilia, which included rare papers
and maps relating to the history of Winter Park, were exhibited and where a reception took place. In accepting for
the Board of Trustees a painting of Loring A. Chase, donor
of Chase Hall 28*, which was presented by Mr. Randall
Chase, a distant relative, Mr. Irving Bacheller, the author,
said:
I am glad to accept the portrait of Loring A. Chase, pioneer,
founder of this city we love, friend and able ally of its college
whose vision saw the power it was to achieve as a servant of
the town, the state and civilization.

Thus was partly re-enacted the stirring scene which Mr.
Lyman described as having taken place in the center of
Winter Park tifty years ago:
. . . all arrangements had been perfected. A quantity of
fat pine had been prepared and piled on miniature altars along
the boulevard, said altars being empty barrels with board
covers about three feet square, covered several inches deep with
sand. Cake had been baked, lemons squeezed, speeches prepared,
a poem written, and everyone was eagerly listening for the loud
peal of the church bell which should sound the glad tidings of
victory, and call the people from far and near to , . . celebrate.29*

The poem referred to above was written especially for
the occasion by Emily Huntington Miller (1833-1913),30*
founder of the literary colony of Winter Park, to express
Winter Park's gratitude to Mr. Alonzo W. Rollins who was
present and who responded briefly. Colonel Franklin Fairbanks, Dr. Kitchel and Dr. Hooker also spoke. A stanza
of Mrs. Miller's poem, read by Jessie B. Rittenhouse, the
28.* Chase Hall, dormitory for men, was erected in 1008, and named In
honor of Loring A. Chase, founder of Winter Park. It was built with funds
bequeathed the college by Mr. Chase.
29.* Lyman, op. cit.
80.* Mrs. l\flller was an author, editor and educator. She was editor of
St. Nicholas, and author of The Parish of Fail' Haven (1876), The Royal
Road to Foi·tune (1809), Kathie's Expe,·ience (1880); Thorn Apples, (1887 J,
Tlte King's Messenuers, (1801), etc.
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noted President of the Poetry Society of Florida, as a part
of the 17 April 193 5 exercises was as follows:
Lo! down the years our fancy strays to see
The wondrous picture of the days to be,
When, with her broad foundations wisely laid,
Her fair halls clustering in their quiet shade
By the blue lake, our college towers shall rise
And lift their heads to greet the smiling skies.31 *

Competition for the proposed college had been so keen,
however, that some dissatisfaction and even some bitterness
resulted. The South Florida Times of Orange City came
directly to the point:
Was there foul play in the proceedings of the Congregational
Association held at this place last week? has been a question
thoroughly discussed upon the streets of Orange City the past
week. . .

The writer of this frank statement then proceeded to
describe Winter Park as
a place surrounded by swamps, and about nine months out
of the year the hooting owls hoot to the. few families that will
forever be the only inhabitants of Winter Park . . .

While admitting that the location chosen was "a very pleasant one" the Florida Times-Unio11; felt
that a large sum of money is to be thrown away in building
a school-house where there are not enough pupils to fill it.32*

The Sanford Herald took the Jacksonville editor to task
for this statement, pointing out
In the first place Jacksonville has no right to complain at the
location of this institution elsewhere. With fair warning and
an equal opportunity to bid, the whole city of Jacksonville did
not offer as much in the way of inducement as a single citizen
of Winter Park. A magnificent bid of $100,000 is not to be
weighed against the p itiful offer of Jacksonville of a building
site with a sum of money in addition just about sufficient to
buy a bell. In the same manner this rich metropolis allowed
a little village like DeLand to outbid it for the Baptist Female
Seminary.
Jacksonville evidently does not care for the locations of
these institutions of learning. We don't feel prepared to say
that ever so many denominational colleges are necessary to the
growth and prosperity of the city, but we do hold that neither
Jacksonville nor her newspapers have a right to complain and
31. * Archives of Rollins College.
82. *

The Florida Times-Union, 21 April, 1885.
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criticise when a more enterprising community captures an influential institution by reason of its superior l>_ublic spirit and
liberality.
We think that the Congregational College was right in accepting the offer of Winter Park, and that it will do well and prosper in that beautiful and thriving village. It is in the very
center of one of the most thickly populated and prosperous
sections of the State. From Sanford to Orlando is almost a
continuous village, and the whole region of Orange County is
one of rapid and marked development.33*

'
88 ,*

T he Sanford H erald, 22 April, 1885.

CHAPTER

V

THE INCORPORATION OF THE COLLEGE

T

after the General Congregational Association
of Florida decided, in special session, to locate the
proposed college in Winter Park, four of the charter
trustees met in the City of Sanford to comply with the laws
of the State of Florida and make the action legal. Fifty
years later to the day, trustees, faculty and students of
Rollins College met at Sanford to commemorate what the
San/ ord Herald characterized as "one of the most historical
events" in the history of Sanford. Mayor T. L. Dumas
of Sanford designated, by proclamation, 28 April 1935, as
"a day on which the citizens of this city and county make
recognition of the far reaching work" of Rollins. The
Herald further assured the public that
EN DAYS

It is entirely fitting and proper that we do this. Rollins
has always been closely associated with the cultural life of this
city and the education of many of its citizens. Rollins has
always been a great credit to this part of the state and in
recent years has developed new educational methods which have
attracted nation-wide attention. Rollins has not only kept pace
with other institutions of its kind during the past fifty years;
in many respects it has far surpassed them.I*

The ceremonies were opened in Sanford's churches (Baptist, Christian, Congregational, Methodist and Presbyterian)
where speakers from Rollins used the general subject of
"Christian Education."
At 12 :30 p. m. the exercises were continued in the park
near the City Hall where a highway marker, carrying the
following wording, was dedicated to the memory of the
Rollins Pioneers:
Rollins College, Florida's oldest institution of higher education was on 28 April 1885 incorporated, organized and named in
the Lyman Bank Bldg., S.W. corner of Park and First Sts.,
here in Sanford by Reverend E. P. Hooker, D.D., Honorable
F. W. Lyman, Reverend J. A. Tomlinson and Reverend S. D.
Smith.
To commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of this significant
event in the development of education in Florida and to observe
the Semicentennial of the founding of Rollins College this
I.*

The Sanf ord H e1·ald, 27 April 1085.
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marker is placed here 28 April 1935 by the Sallie Harrison
Chapter, Daughters of the American Revolution and other citizens of Sanford and Seminole County.

The exercises in Sanford were concluded with a luncheon
at the Mayfair Hotel sponsored by the Seminole County
Chamber of Commerce and presided over by Karl Lehmann,
LL.D. (Rollins). His Excellency, Governor David Scholtz,
was represented by Honorable James J. Banks, Representative in the Florida Legislature from Orange County.
Among the many messages read were greetings from Honorable William C. Hodges, President of the Florida Senate
and Honorable W. B. Bishop, Speaker of the Florida House
of Representatives. The main address was delivered by
Honorable Edna G. Fuller, LL.D. (Rollins), former student
and former trustee of Rollins, first woman member of the
Florida Legislature, and Chairman of the Florida Commission on Social Legislation. She paid eloquent tribute
to all those who have been responsible for the development
of the college throughout its half-century of service, especially to the charter trustees, who, represented by the incorporators, adopted the original constitution, a part of which
read:

,v

e the undersigned, together with such others as may hereafter be associated with us, do hereby form ourselves into a
body corporate according to the provisions of the Statutes of
Florida as contained in Chapter Thirty-six of McClellan's
Digest . .•
The name of this corporation shall be Rollins College and
it shall be located at Winter Park. .. Its object, which shall
never be changed, shall be the Christian Education of youth
and to this end it proposed to provide for its students the best
educational facilities possible and throw about; them those
Christian influences which will be adapted to restrain them from
evil and prepare them for a virtuous, happy and useful life . ..2*

There were twenty-one charter trustees, the eighteen
who were elected by the General Congregational Association of Florida in Orange City on 17 April 1885 and the
following three who were added at the time of incorporation:
Reverend J. B. Clark, D.D., of New York
Reverend L. H. Cobb, D.D., of New York
Reverend G. L. Walker, D.D., of Hartford, Conn.3*
2. * Mintttes, Board of Trustees of Rollins College, Book I.
3.* Of. Appendix. pp. 58-59 for biograpblcal sketches.
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These three additional members were high officers in the
national Congregational organizations. All trustees were
required to be members in good standing of some Evangelical Church. 8,ix trustees were to be chosen each year, "two
of whom may be elected by the General Congregational
Association of Florida at its annual meeting."4*
The government and management of the Corporation of
Rollins College were vested in five offices which were filled
as follows:
President-F. W. Lyman
Vice-President-Reverend C. M. Bingham
Secretary- Reverend S. D. Smith
Treasurer-A. W. Rollins
Auditor-N. Barrows, M.D.
The By-Laws created an Executive Committee of five, of
which the President of the Faculty and the President of the
Corporation were ex-officio members, to transact business
during the interval between the regular meetings of the
Trustees.5*
Provision was made for a faculty consisting of a president, professors and tutors, and it was specifically stated
that membership in some Evangelical Church was the "invariable condition" of holding a professorship. To this faculty
was delegated the "immediate government of this institution''
such as determining the qualifications for admissions and the
organization of studies
. . . except that there shall be a classical course which shall
include extensive attention to the liberal arts and sciences, always including a thorough instruction in Latin and Greek and
that there shall be an optional collegiate course in which modern
languages, literary and scientific studies shall be substituted for
the ancient . languages.

Reverend E. P. Hooker, D.D., was named the first president of the faculty. The constitution further provided that
This corporation shall have power to confer degrees in course,
and honorary degrees according to the custom of like institutions, with constant regard, however, to the value and dignity of
character and learning.6*
4. * Minutes, Board of Trustees, op. cit.
5.*
6.*

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Having completed these transactions, the incorporators adjourned.7*
Following the adjournment of the incorporators, the Executive Committee, so recently elected, held a meeting with
all present except Mr. Rollins. President Hooker was authorizd to engage "such Professors and Teachers for the ensuing year a~, in his judgment, ~ay seem be~t", and on motion of President Hooker, a bmldmg committee, composed
of Messrs. Lyman, Fairbanks and Knowles, was appointed
to act "in the matter of selecting plans, erecting buildings,
etc.", it being understood that the committee should have
erected at moderate cost such buildings as would be required for the first year.8*
Judging by an announcement which appeared in the local
press on the day following the appointment of the Building
Committee, that committee made its plans without the slightest delay. It was announced that
Work will begin this summer on the building for the recitation rooms and cottages for dormitories. Dr. Hooker and others
will go at once to the North to raise further endowment and
make arrangements to open the College term in October. The
best teachers that can be found will be secured ... 9*

7.* In iu:cordance with the laws of the State of Florida the Constitution
and Dy-Laws were "sworn to and subscribed" 4 May 188~ and flied at
the County Court House, Orlando, in Miscellaneous Book ~. pp. 76-82.
s.• Minutes, Board of Trustees, op. cit.
9.* The South Florida Sentinel, 29 April 188~.
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VI

HONORING THE FOUNDER
traced in the January 29 program the influences which contributed to the initial action creating
the movement for a college, and having reviewed in
ceremonies on April 17 and April 28 the forces which
brought about the location and the incorporation of Rollins
College, the Semicentennial Committee regarded it highly
appropriate that full recognition be given Alonzo W. Rollins
whose interest in education had led him to provide the generous benefaction that constituted him the founder.
So devoted and so generous have been other members ot
the Rollins family to the college bearing their name that this
part of the Semicentennial observance included also tributes
to the brother of the founder, George A. Rollins, Edward
Warren Rollins and other kinsmen.1* This ceremony was
held 18 August 1935 at Lebanon Center, Maine, where the
founder was born 103 years ago.2* Present were members of the Rollins faculty and student body, members of
the Rollins family and residents of the southern part 0£
Maine. Participating were Mr. Walter G. Chamberlain,
chairman, Reverend Stanley A. Bennett, Pastor of the Congregational Church of Lebanon Center, George H. Rogers,
'35, representing Rollins undergraduates and alumni, Reverend Rodney W. Roundy, Superintendent of the Congregational-Christian Conference of Maine, and Dean James N.
Hart of the University of Maine, who extended

H

AVING

... a welcome to our friends from Florida... for the people
1.* "In planning a ceremony in Lebanon Center as one of the semicentennia l celebrations this year, officials of Rollins are making a gesture of
acknowledgement not only to the Rollins family to which the, college owes
mnch, but also to sc01·es of other New Englanders who have aided and Influenced the college during Its half-century of life."-Boston Evening Tran·
script, a August 1085.
2.* At the annual summer reunion of Rollins held in Woodstock, Conn.,
17 August 1035, to celebrate President Holt's sixty-third birthday, Mr. Oliver
E. Chapman related some interesting facts about the founding of Winter
Park. In July, 1881, he and Loring A. Chase bought three homesteads from
Messrs. Swoope, Potter and Chase for $13,000 cash, an acreage covering
much of what Is now Winter Park. They moved to Winter Park on completion of the Rogers House (now the Virginia Inn) on 8 April 1882, which
date marked the founding of Winter Park.
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assembled here, for the University of Maine, and the whole
State.3*

The principal address, "The Founder and His Kinsmen",
was given by Professor A. J. Hanna of Rollins who stated
that the English immigrant ancestor of the founder of the
college had come to Mas?achusetts in _1632. 4* "Ha_d this
Pilgrim not offended agamst the provmce laws," said the
speaker, "we should have known nothing of his history other
than that he received a grant of land near the present Dover,
New Hampshire."
The three offenses which were recorded against this first
American ancestor of the founder of Rollins College indicated
the principles which apparently guided his life. For his
first offense he was fined five shillings for paying one of his
servants more than the statutory price of labor. For his
next offense he was fined two shillings six pence for not going to church. For his third offense he was admonished by
the governor, by order of the court, for entertaining the
Quakers. He was, therefore, a non-conformist. He was
generous. He was tolerant. More than that he possessed
those qualities of character at a time when they were not
only unpopular but outlawed.
Descended from such strong New England stock as his
immigrant ancestor represented, Alonzo W . Rollins grew to
manhood on his father's farm near .Lebanon Center. From
the pulpit of the little Congregational church in the center
of town he heard sermons by Reverend Joseph Loring, a
"man of undoubted piety and a good sermonizer." That
the mental and moral development of young Rollins was
guided and developed by these sermons was indicated by
the strong spiritual principles which controlled his life.
When Alonzo W. Rollins 5* was fifteen years old, a movement which resulted in the establishment of Lebanon Acau.• lllr. Chamberlain. the chairman. read a telegram from Governor
Louis J. Brann, of Maine, which extended," • .. best wishes for a successful ceremony."
4.* Cf. John R. Rollins, Rec01'ds of FamiHes of the Name of Rawlins or
Rollins in the United States (George S. Merrill & Crocker, Lawrence, Mass.,
1874) and James O. Lyford, Life uf Edward H. Rollins, (Dana, Estes & Co.,
Boston, 1906).
5.* Alonzo W. Rollins, (1832-1887), son of Maine, Chicago merchant and
Florida pbilanthroplst, was the son of Richard and Betsey (Hayes) Rollin~.
About the time he became of age he went West to seek bis fortune. After
having learned the woolen business In Iowa he moved to Chicago where
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demy was launched. It is not unlikely that the discussions
which he heard at this impressionable period in his life, influenced him later to take an active part in providing educational opportunities for another frontier.
In the Library of Rollins College is a historic document
dated "April 11, 1885, Winter Park", which provides eloquent evidence of the benefaction which influenced the development of education in Florida:
I hereby pledge to give to the Congregational College
provided it is located at Winter Park, the following
prope.rty about 23 acres of land located on Lake Osceola, said land is in a high state of cultivation covered
with bearing Orange, Lemon, Lime, and Grapefruit
Trees, Guavas, and ornamental shrubbery valued at ...... $23,000.00
60 acres of good land on Lake Killarney valued at ............ 3,000.00
A bearing Grove of 500 trees In Palatka ....... __ _ ___ 6,500.00
Cash as fast as it can be advantageously realized from
good paying property ........................ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ 17,500.00
$50,000.00
A. W. ROLLINS

When the founder died two years later, in 1887, President
Hooker of Rollins said of him at a memorial service held in
the Winter Park Congregational Church:
Mr. Rollins was an unostentatious man.

He said but little

be and one of bis brothers, H. M. Rollins, became dry goods and commission merchants under the firm nanie of A. W. Rollins & Company at 42
Randolph Street.
From time to time Mr. A. W. Rolllns changed the name of bis firm and
Included successively as partners Delos Mills, Bertine Pinkney, A. E.
Stevens, o. W. Shaw, John Kinsey, T. P. Sheldon, and N. H. Jones. In
1876 the credit of the Rollins' company was rated "very good to very
high", the capital being from $75,000 to $100,000. It was about this time
that be contracted gastro enterltls and seeking relief, began spending his
winters In Flo1·ida, going first to Palatka and later to Winter Park.
In 1878 Mr. Rollins purchased a handsome fourteen room, brown stone
house at 32 Aldine Square, Chicago, a then fashionab le section where it is
said "women dressed very elegantly and were as vain as peacocks". From
1870-84 Mr. Rollins served as a trustee of the Sixth Presbyterian Church
of Chicago.
Before bis untimely death in 1887, the Founder attended two annual
meetings of the Board of Trustees of the College, those of 17 February 1886
and 10 February 1887. He is buried in the Mount Hope Cemetery, Chicago.
Mr. Rollins married on 13 November 1865, Susan A. Bowman of Royalton,
Vermont, who survived him forty-four years.
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of his plans for the welfare of his fellow men. That little he
usually spoke privately . . . I have been personally edified by
bis words of consecration,-modest but sincere and earnest.
They were in his face as well as on his lips.6*

A tribute by his fellow-pioneers in Winter Park reads as
follows:
. . . We recognize and honor him as one of the friends and
leading benefactors of Winter Park and of Florida. His affectionate interest in this place, his constant thoughtfulness
for its welfare, his labors and counsels in its behalf, especially
his conspicuous part in the founding of Rollins College, deserve
and receive our sincere honor and abiding gratitude. His name
is deservedly associated with all that Winter Park shall become
and with the best interests of this Southern portion of our
country.7*

Of equal intensity to that of the founder was the devotion
to the College of his widow, Mrs. A. W. Rollins, who succeeded him as a trustee and who upon her death, 25 February 1931, left her entire fortune to the Endowment Fund.
The exercises in Lebanon Center also included recognition of the part played by the brother of the founder, George
A. Rollins, and by Edward Warren Rollins, LL.D., (Rollins), his cousin. The first of these two superintended the
construction of the first buildings on the campus, gave freely of his time and counsel as a trustee, and left his fortune in
1917 to the College; the latter, who was the financial genius
of the Rollins family, and in many respects its most eminent
member, donated in 1929 Rollins Hall, dormitory for men,
the first of the new structures in the Mediterranean type of
architecture,-a type that has since lent such distinction and
charm to the campus.
According to the Maine Christian Pilgrim:
Following the benediction by Superintendent Rodney W.
Roundy, the audience, which filled the old white meeting house,
6.* Lockmede, (a weekly newspaper established in Winter Park I July
1887), September 23, 1887.
7.* "Resolutions of Respect" adopted by the Winter Park Company 31
March 1888, and published In the Lockmede, 13 April 1888.
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adjourned to the entrance of the Richard Rollins Farm, about
one mile northwest of the church on the so-called Center Road
leading to Milton, N. H. In the presence of the encircling compa.ny a bronze plaque was unveiled by Edward W. Rollins, x35,
grandson of Edward W. Rollins. The inscription follows:
On this farm owned by
RICHARD AND BETSEY (HAYES)

ROLLINS

from 1827 to 1854
were born their . sons
ALONZO W. ROLLINS (1832-1887)
Chicago Merchant and Founder of Rollins College
and
GEORGE A. ROLLINS (1827-1917)
Trustee and Benefactor of Rollins College
In Commemoration of the Semicentennial anniversary
of the founding of Rollins College, Florida's
oldest institution of higher education, this
tablet is placed here 18 August 1935 by
Members of the Rollins family
The presentation of the plaque was made by Ashton Rollins, son
of Edward W. Rollins. The acceptance was made by George C.
Holt, '31, representing his father, President Hamilton Holt . . .
Selectman Frank W. Pierce accepted the plaque for the town.8*

Mr. Ashton Rollins, in presenting the plaque, pointed out
that this Semicentennial program was the nearest approach
to an old-fashioned Rollins family reunion that had been
held in years. Referring to members of the family wh0 were
endowed with vision and imagination, he said that his father,
inspired by President Holt, visualized a better type of education, and initiated with his gift of Rollins Hall the present
architectural plan of the College.

8.* Maine Christian Pilgrim, (published by the CongregaUonal-Christlan
Conference, Portland, Maine), Vol. XXII, No. 4, Oct. 1935, pp. 102-03.
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PREPARATIONS FOR THE OPENING
the spring of 1885, President Hooker went to
New England to ra ise funds for the College and to
make arrangements for its opening in the fall . These
arrangements related to the construction of buildings, the organization of a faculty and the announcement of courses of
study for the information of prospective students.
The first and most generous response to President Hooker's appeal for funds came from Mr. F. B. Knowles 1* of
Worcester, Mass., who visited his friend, Colonel Franklin
Fairbanks, at Winter Park in 1883. So impressed was he
with the health-giving qualities of the "pine-laden air and
the equable climate of the high lake region" of Central
Florida, that he provided fund s for the completion of the
Seminole Hotel,2* became a director in the Winter Pa rk
Company, purchasing later controlling interest and becoming its President, and was generally referred to as "the
principal owner of Winter P ark".3* Of the $114,180 pledged
ATE IN

L

1.* Francis Dangs Knowles, son
of Simeon and Lucetta (Newton)
Knowles, was born in Hardwick, Mass., 20 November 1828. He received
his early training at the distingui shed old Leicester Academy a fter which
he taught for a short time in the public schools. His eminent business
career began in 1845 with the man ufacture of gloves and men's clothes.
In 1802 he was associated with his brother, Lucius J ., in the construction of
looms and steam pumps at Warren , Mass. As the volume of this business
increased it was moved to Worcester in 1806, a nd was incorporated in
1884 as the Knowles Looms Works with Mr. Knowles as President. Under
bis guidance it soon became one of the principal industrial organizations
of New England. Mr. Knowles was one of the founders of the Piedmont
Congregational Church and was one of the ch.lef financial supporters of the
Y. 1\1. C. A., the Y. W. C. A. and other charitable organizations of Worcester. He died in Washington, D. c., 15 May 1800,
2.* "The Seminole hotel was built in 1885 by the men who were In terested in the development of Winter Park, at a cost, Including t he elegant
furniture which the building contained, of about $150,000. It was afterward
sold to the Plant System a nd became one of the most famous of that
road's many Florida hotels . . . it was an immense structure, built entirely
of wood, was 800 feet long and fou r stories high and contained nearly 200
rooms."- 01'/ando Daily Record, 18 September 1002. It was officially opened
1 January 1886 and destroyed by fire In 1902.
3.* Charles A. Campbell, Francis Bangs Knowles, (Rollins Press, Winter
Park, Florida, 1935), pp, 12-13.
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by the town of Winter Park to secure the proposed college,
Mr. Knowles promised $1,000 and pledged from friends in
Worcester the sum of $4,000 which he was confident President Hooker could raise if he spent a week in Worcester and
"begged".4*
As the "principal owner of Winter Park" had suggested,
President Hooker went to Worcester to visit Mr. Knowles
and "beg" for Rollins College. The result was extremely
gratifying. Mr. Knowles, who had already given $1,000 and
had pledged $4,000 for friends in Worcester, which he himself eventually paid, also promised the additional sum of
$5,000, a total of $10,000, to provide the most immediate need
-a building for general purposes.5* This first building for
the new college was named in honor of the donor whom a
later president of the college characterized as "the largest
benefactor, both of the town and of the college, during the
early development".6*
While searching for faculty, students and funds for the
proposed Rollins College during the summer of 1885, President Hooker naturally sought the endorsement and aid of
educators. From Professor Emeritus Austin Phelps of And4,* F. B. Knowles to F. W. Lyman, St. Augustine, Fla., 27 March 1885,
Archives of Rollins College.
5.* The first Knowles Hall was dedicated D March 1886, and for nearly
a quarter of a century served as the academic, social and religious center
of the College. In it were the chapel, the llbrary, the administrative offices
and the classrooms. It was destroyed by fire 2 December 1 DOD. It was replaced by a gift of $25,000 by Andrew Carnegie and equipped and endowed
by gifts of $10,000 from Mrs. Knowles and $15,000 from other donors. This
second Knowles Hall was dedicated' D March 1911 on the 25th anniversary
of the dedication of the first Knowles Hall, with an address by Trustee
James Laughlin, Jr., of Pittsburgh.
On the death of Mr. Knowles in 1890, resolutions of the Trustees made
record of the "generous assistance which he has rendered to this Institution from the beginning. He aided us at the first, so that we could erect
buildings, and assisted in providing for the work of instruction. '!'he
coming growth and increasing Influence of which we are assured will date
back largely to his ready and bountiful hand.
As the work has gone
forward he has continued our friend in many exigencies."
On 20 March 1932 the Knowles Memorial Chapel, the princely gift of
a daughter of Mr. Knowles, Mrs. George E. Warren of Boston, Mass., designed by Ralph Adams Cram, and regarded now as one of the shrines
of Florida, was dedicated to the memory of F. B. Knowles. Its organ was
the gift of another daughter, Mrs. Homer Gage of Worcester, Mass.
6.* Wm. F. Blackman in his History of Orange Co., Florida, (E. 0. Painter Printing Co., DeLand, 1927) pp, 180-181.
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over Theological 8-eminary, the noted homilete, came the following published statement:
Your College [Rollins] speaks for itself, on the face of it.
Every intelligent man must see the need of it. . . No other
Christian work, in my view, surpasses in importance that of the
education of the South.7*

That President Noah Porter of Yale University became
interested in, and helped with, the plans for Rollins, is indicated in a published communication addressed to him by
President Hooker:
By your courtesy I am permitted to address this open letter
to you. I desire to write to persons who have property which
they wish to place where it will do great and permanent good.
With the favor of your introduction, I address myself to persons of this class directly . . . We intend that Rollins College
shall be such that you might step into any department of it
and think you were in New England. The teachers, the standards, the methods, are all to be :r,.i·o rthern ...
Rollins College . . . will stimulate the people; it will awaken
the sluggish; it will exalt the standards of the whole State; it
will create Preparatory Schools, Academies, and High Schools;
it will send out teachers all through that region ... The College
will be the right hand of all true progress . . .
Is there a spot elsewhe.re in our land, from ocean to ocean,
or on the whole globe, where the lover of his country and of his
race can place a portion of the means entrusted to him, with
sure hope of such large returns, as at some strategic point in
the South?S*

It must have been a source of real aid and a justification
of President Hooker's devout faith in the future of the College to receive the unqualified endorsement of the American
College and Education Society which its secretary, Dr. J. A.
Hamilton, gave:
I have examined the claims of Rollins College and am fully
convinced of their paramount importance. It stands alone in
meeting special and great needs. I am constrained to commend
it as, just now, among the very first of all American colleges
to deserve the prompt and generous aid of the Christian public.9*

The response in funds was apparently sufficiently large to
7. • Archives of Rollins College.
8.* L. A. Chase Scrap Book No. I, p. 107, Archives of Rollins Collei;-e.
D.* Rollins College Prospectus (J.C. Benedict, printer, Chicago, 1885), p. 4.
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warrant the decision to erect a second building, a dormitory
for women (later, named Pinehurst Cottage) .10*
The completion of plans for the opening of Rollins had
advanced to such a stage by 12 August 1885 that President
Hooker announced, in the South Florida Sentinel of that
date, that the College would open November 4. It was also
reported that a statement of the lumber needed for Knowles
Hall and Pinehurst Cottage had been sent to the mills and
that construction would commence as soon as the order was
filled. President Hooker further announced that two members of the charter faculty, Dr. Nathan Barrows 11 * and
Professor Annie W. Morton,12* had been elected and that
others were being considered.
President Hooker's able leadership received national attention 27 September 1885 when the Boston Herald 13*
discussed Rollins in the following editorial:
New England has taken Florida captive as a p leasure and
health resort, and the question which Rev. E. P . Hooker . . .
asked himself when ... he went from Massachusetts to Florida
... was, Why can not a New England college be planted in the
heart of the st1tte .• . ? Dr. Hooker bestirred himself, and the
result is that Rollins College, ·winter Park, Fla., was incorporated last April, and has in funds, in lands, in p ledges, over
$114,000 already subscribed as the beginning of the institution.
The Florida people seem to have risen to the situation . . .
and Dr. Hooker ' has come to New England to raise $25,000,
with which he wishes to build two cottages for students' lodging rooms, reserving $5,000 to carry on the institution for the
first year.14* . . . Dr. Hooker has the confidence of business
men, and has a high record in his profession ... The institution
will furnish education to both sexes, and will be non-sectarian,
though not out of harmony with evangelical ideas.
10.* This building, the oldest on the campus, was later used as a dormitm·y for men. It now houses the Conservatory of Music.
11.* A biographical sketch of Dr. Barrows is given in the Appendix,
pp. 58-5•1.
12.* A biographical sketch of Professor lllorton is given in the Appenclix, pp. 52-53.
13.* The Boston Hernld was partly owned in 1885 by Royal M. Pulsifer
who was instrumental in financing the South Florida Rail!-oacl which ran
from Sanford south (now the Atlantic Coast Line). Pulsifer Circle in
Winter Park was named in his honor.
1'1.* It is unlikely that 5,000 was sufficient "to carry on the institution
for the first year", 1885-86. An entry in the journal of the American
College and Education Society under elate of 30 April 1886 indicates that
n total of $16,811.74 was donated to Rollins before that date (Of. 1·ecorcls
of Congregational Education Society, 14 Beacon Street, Boston). A part
of it was used probably to pay the cost of erecting Pinehurst Cottage. Fifty
years later, a total of $468,010.27 was spent "to carry on the institution" for
the yeai· ending 80 June 1935.
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Meanwhile, preparations for the opening of the first term
were proceeding at an encouraging rate of speed according
to an announcement appearing in the South Florida Sentinel 7 October 1885. This paper reported that Mr. George
A. Rollins, brother of the founder, was pushing forward the
erection of the buildings "with all the vigor possible". It
was also learned from this news note that Professor W. W.
Lloyd 15* had been appointed professor of ancient languages ;nd that Professor Louise M. Abbott 16* had also
been elected to the faculty.
Despite the vigor with which Mr. George A. Rollins was
pushing the construction of Knowles Hall and Pinehurst
Cottage, these buildings were far from ready for occupancy
as the date set for the opening of the college approached.
Mr. Loring A. Chase, who, as usual, was in charge of the
work in Winter Park, reported to Mr. Lyman:
We have been pretty busy here all summer, but have been
extra busy during the past two weeks getting ready to open the
College--it has been no small job to prepare a plan for the
school and places for the boys and girls to sleep and eat, but
we think tonjght that we are fairly fixed.
White's Hall 17* was partitioned and p lastered for the school
but it was not deemed _prudent to go in there, and yesterday
I suggested to Dr. Hooker the idea of going into the church,
and tonight as I write (10 P. M.) our whole force of carpenters
is there setting up the desks; and the Larrabee 18* house was obtained at the last moment for a cottage for the boys, and the
ladies will go into the Ward Cottage ... 19*
Orlando sends up a •big delegation every day and there are
a great many strangers, mostly of the cheaper sort, but they
15.*

p. 52.

A biographical sketch of Professor Lloyd is give11 i11 the Appendix,

10. * A biographical sketch of Professor Abbott Is given in the Appendix, p. 52.
17.* White's Hall was built In 1884 by Robert M. White, Jr., first mayor
of Winter Park. Classes were held there until 9 March 188 5 when Knowles
Hall was dedicated. The site, 226 E. Park Avenue, was appropriately
marked with a bronze plaque on 4 November 1935 as a part of the Semicentennial observance.
18.* The Larrabee House was built by Robert J. D. Larrabee, and was
used In 1885-86 by Rollins College as the first dormitory for men. The 61te
on West Morse Boulevard near the city park was marked on 4 November
1985 with a bronze plaque by the men of the Alumni Association.
19.* The Ward Cottage,, 021 Osceola Avenue, was built by the
Reverend Charles W. Ward and was used by Ro111ns College In 1885-6 as the
first dormitory for women. The site was marked 4 November 1985 by the
unveiling of a bronze tablet by the women of the Alumni Association.
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to be talked to a little, and those who are of the right
pay such attention to as I think they deserve. Scores
talk college and if we only had our buildings I think
doubt we should open with at least 100 pupils and
150. . .20*

20.* Loring A. Chase to F. W. Lyman, Winter Park, Fla., 3 November
1885, Archives of Rollins College.

CHAPTER

VIII

THE OPENING OF THE COLLEGE
pioneer spirit the trustees and faculty
proceeded to inaugurate the work of Rollins despite the lack of buildings and equipment.
President Hooker called the first meeting of the faculty
at his home, then as now the parsonage of the Congregational Church,1 * on the afternoon of November 2, and
opened it with prayer. Courses of study were outlined and
Professor Lloyd was elected Secretary. Others present were
Professors Abbott, Barrows and Morton. On the following
day another meeting was held, final plans for the opening
exercises were voted and

W

ITH TRUE

Nine o'clock, A. M. Wed., N'ov. 4th, 1885, was the time set for
meeting of all dept.'s in the Congregational Church for opening
exercises.2*

Exercises in keeping with its humble beginnings but high
purpose took place in the Congregational Church on the
morning of 4 November 1885 and officially opened the aca~ o n 2 November 1935, exactly fifty years later to the day, a bronze
plaque was placed on the site of tills first meeting of the charter faculty,
at 527 Interlachen Avenue. It was presented by Professor Willard Wattles,
unveiled by Professor W. W. Lloyd (only surviving member of the charter
faculty) nnd accepted by Trustee Fritz J. Frank, '06. It carries the following wording:
In commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the
first meeting of the charter faculty of Rollins College
held in the President's House on this site
2 November 1885
and in recognition of the contribution to the estai>llsbment of Rollins made by lts members:
REV. EDWARD PAYSON HOOKER, D.D. (1884-1904)
(Middlebury College and Andover Theological Sem inary)
LOUISE MARIA ABBOTT (1836-1917}
(Female Seminary and Sauveur School, Burlington, Vt.)
NATHAN BARROWS, M.D. (1830-1900}
(Western Reserve University)
WILLIAM WEBSTER LLOYD, A.B . (1804(Beloit College)
ANNIE WALDRON MORTON (1850-1801)
(Normal School, Framingham, Mass.)
this tablet Is placed here 2 November 1935 by the
faculty of Rollh!s College In observance of the Semicentennia l anniversary of the opening of Florida's
oldest Institution of higher education.
2.* Minutes of the Faculty, Rollins College, Book I.
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demic life of Rollins College. The local press heralded with
enthusiasm the opening :
Joy to the P ark, the school's begun! On the morning of the
4th we were aroused to a consciousness of the r eality of Rollins
College by the glad peals of the bell as a large number gathered
at the church to materialize its commencement. A hymn was
sung, after which Dr. Hooker offered a prayer following with
a short address; a brief address was also mad e by Rev. S. F.
Gale. A roll 3* was then drawn and about fifty names were
placed upon it.4*
3.* In the absence of this roll, which has been misplaced or lost, the
following list of charter studen ts has been compiled from partial lists and
from the memory of those known to have been present. It is probably
not correct.
Abercrombie, Emma- Daytona Beach, Fla .
Abercrombie, Wylie- Daytona Beach, Fla.
Bailey, Birdi e 0.- San Ma teo, Fla.
Barrows, Albe rt H .- Winter Park, Fla.
Batchelor, DeHaven E.- Wlnter Park, Fla.
Berry, Hu bert (Bertle) - Winter Park, Fla.
Capen, Jerome-Winter Park, Fla.
Carey, Frances J.-Win te r Park, Fla.
Coan, H allie-Winter Park, Fla.
Coan, Hubert (Bertie) - Winter Park, Fla.
Coan, Marlon- Winter Park Fla.
Coan, Maude-Winter Park, F la.
Coleman, Charles-Orla ndo, F la.
Coleman, William-Orla ndo, Fla.
Fisk, Fidelia- Morrisville, Vt.
Fogg, Minnie 0.- Alt.amonte Springs, F la.
Ford, Gertrude-Winter Park, Fla.
Ford, Ruth- Winter Park, Fla.
Foster, Welborne-Sanford, Fla.
French, Robe1t A.- Winter Park, Fla.
Gale, Frank H.-Jacksonville, Fla.
Gaza n, J acob-Orlando, Fla.
Griffith, George
Guild, Clara Louise- Winter Park, Fla.
Hargrave, Ru ssell
Henkel, An na- Winter Park, Fla,
Henkel, Thomas M.- Winter Park, Fla.
Holden, Allan- Orlando, Fla.
Hooker, Elizabeth R.- Winter Par k, Fla.
Hooker, Edward Clarendon- Winter P a rk, F la.
Hooker, Mary Stuartr-Winter Park, Fla .
Hooker, Emll y Griswold- Winter Park, Fla.
Hooker, Stuart, V. R.- Winter Park, Fla.
Howe, S. Waters-Orlando, F la .
Hunter, Margaret- Winter Park , F la.
Lane, Alton W.-Wlnter Park , Fla.
Livingston, John H . -Orlando, Fla.
McCorkle. Nancy R.- Maitlancl . Fla.
Ma rks, Richard P.- Orlando, Fla.
Mills, Ernest- Orla ndo, Fla .
Missild ine, Ida W.- Winter Park, Fla.
Mizell , Allie- Winter Park, F la.
Mizell, Lena- Winter Park, Fla.
Mizell, Tillie-Winter Park, Fla.
Moreman, May- Maitland, F la.
Partin, Nettie-Orlando, Fla.
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Mr Chase recorded the hour of opening as 9: 30 A. M.
and his count of those present included 53 students and
25 visitors.5*
.
Students entering the Freshman Class were required to
esent a certificate of good moral character and evidence
f{at they had passed their fourteenth year. Those entering by examination had to pass . tests in Latin and qr_eek
grammar, in the_ elements ?f Laun and _Gr_e;k compos1t1on,
six orations of Cicero and six books of V1rg1l s Aeneid, three
books of Xenophon's Anabasis, two books of Homer's Iliad,
Arithmetic, Elementary Algebra, Plane Geometry, English
Grammar, the History of the United States and of Greece
and Rome, but "equivalents" were accepted.6·*
Reed, J. Fonda
Rose, George
Shelby, William-Orlando, Fla.
Shurtleff, Harry-Formosa, Fla.
Shurtleff, Merrill-Formosa, Fla.
Sturdivant, Allyne-Maitland, Fla.
Smith, Martha- Orlando, Fla.
Smith, Mary-Orlando, Fla.
Spitler, Bernard
Townsend, Annie
Vanderpool, Charles Howard- Maitland, Fla.
Vanderpool, Harry- Maitland, Fla.
Welbonne, J. L.- Winter Park, Fla.
Wilson, Robert B.- Jacksonville, Fla.
4.* The So,ith Florida Sentinel, 11 November 1885.
5.* On 4 November 1085, following the Semicentennial convocation, a
bronze plaque was dedicated on tbe site of the opening exercises, 252 New
England Avenue. It was presented by Reverend Victor B. Chicoine on behalf of the members of the Church and was unveiled by Professor George
T. Lewis, representing Middlebury College, and Dean Arthur S. Gale of the
University of Rochester, whose father gave one of the opening addresses.
It carries the inscription:
ROLLINS COLLEGE
Florida's First Institution of Higher Education
was opened here in the original building of the
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
4 November 1885
with exercises Including addresses
by President E. P . Hooker and Superintendent S. F. Gale
of the General Congregational Association of Florida
In commemoration of the Semicentennial Anniversary of this
event, and in special recognition of the noteworthy services
rendered by Dr. Hooker ns the first minister of this church
and as the first President of Rollins College, this tablet is
placed here by members of the Congregational Church
4 November 1985
6.* Rollins College Prosp ect,is. (J. C. Benedict, Printer, Chicago, 1885),
p. 10.
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Expenses for the academic year of 33 weeks were listed
as follows:
Furnished room, provided with
Tuition __________________________________ '/, 32 .00
Furnished room, provided with
heat and light -------------------------- 20.00
Board, including fuel and light
but exclusive of "washing"
112.00
Total _________________'/,164,00,7*
Final programs in observance of the founding of Rollins
and in commemoration of the conclusion of the first halfcentury of the history of Rollins were held on November
2nd, 3rd and 4th, 1935.
"Anniversaries . . . afford especially fitting and felicitous
opportunities to appraise the achievements of the past an-:!
envision the possibilities of the future," President Holt said
in explaining the purpose of this three-day conference which
was attended by the representatives 8* of 152 colleges and
universities, officials and members of many learned societies,
educational organizations and other leaders in the educational world, many of whom had travelled a great distance
to attend the exercises.
Professor A. J. Hanna, who presided at the November
2nd morning session in the Annie Russell Theatre 9* pointed
out that since two of the five charter faculty members were
Phi Beta Kappas it was within the Rollins tradition to welcome as the first speaker, William Allison Shimer, Ph.D.,
Secretary of the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa and
Editor of The American Scholar. His subject was "The
Influence of Knowledge upon Education."
"The Role of Women in the Modern State," the second
address, was delivered by Katharine Rogers Adams, Ph.D.,
a high official of the American Association of University
Women. In int roducing her, the chairman said the pres7.* Ibid. p. 11. The all-Inclusive fee for 1035-86 was $1350.00,
8.* A list of the delegates ls given in the Appendix, pp. 61-66.
0.* This handsome theatre was given by Mrs. Edward W. Bok In honor of
her dear friend, Miss Annie Russell, L.H.D. (Rollins), the distinguished
!lctress, who is a member of tile Rollins facu lty. The U1eatre is connected
with the Knowles Memorial Chapel by cloisters and a Spanish garden.
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ence of such an official was especially appropriate in view ·Jf
the fact that a woman, Miss Cross, was responsible for
starting the movement that resulted in Rollins, and also
because Rollins was a member of the first group of American colleges to introduce co-education.
Delegates to the Semicentennial exercises gathered for a
luncheon conference in the Rollins Commons at one o'clock,
November 2nd, over which President Emeritus C. F. Thwing,
of Western Reserve University, presided. Dr. Thwing had
witnessed, nine years before, as a guest of the faculty,
the introduction of the Conference Plan of Teaching at Rollins. He presented Dean W. S. Anderson and Treasurer
E. T. Brown, both of Rollins, who explained, briefly, the
development of the three plans on which the College is
being built, namely, the Conference Plan of Teaching which
brings the student and the teacher together on a co-operative
basis and helps to humanize the work of the classroom; the
Achievement Plan of Graduation, which enables the student
to measure his progress by his own ability, and helps to
individualize the curriculum; and the Unit Cost Plan, under
which the student who can afford to do so is asked to pay
the actual cost of his board, room and tuition at Rollins.
This releases the entire income from the general endowment
fund of the College for use as financial aid to exceptional
students who cannot pay the full cost.
Mr. O'Neal, who has served the Board of Trustees for
forty-eight years, presided at the evening session in the Annie
Russell Theatre, at which time Secretary James S. Rickards
of the Florida Education Association spoke on "The Relation of the Privately Endowed College to the Public School
System of Florida," and President Daniel L. Marsh of Boston University delivered an address on "Education for True
Patriotism."
"I believe in ... memorial days," said President Emeritus W. L. Poteat of Wake Forest College in giving the Semicentennial sermon on the morning of November 3rd in
Knowles Memorial Chapel. " ...They preserve the unity
of life, renew it by recalling its sources, and hold it up against
decline by the memory of its nobler aims ... When we lose
interest in a noble past we lost the capacity to reproduce it."
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His subject was "That Radiant Young Man of Nazareth."
This chapel address was followed by Semicentennial services in the churches of Orange County with the following
speakers: President Spright Dowell of Mercer University at
the Baptist Church of Winter Park; President Emeritus C. F.
Thwing of Western Reserve University at the Congregational Church of Winter Park; Bishop John D. Wing at All Saints
Episcopal Church of Winter Park; Professor George E.
Carrothers, of the University of Michigan, at the Methodist Church of Winter Park; President Thomas V. Neal of
Howard College at the First Baptist Church of Orlando;
President Ludd M. Spivey of Florida Southern College at
the First Methodist Church of Orlando, and President
Charles K. Edmunds of Pomona College at the First Presbyterian Church of Orlando.
Dr. George E. Carrothers, dean of Rollins, 1926-28, acted
as toastmaster at the luncheon on November 3, arranged
to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the presidency of Dr.
Hamilton Holt.IO* Representing the students, in brief addresses, were Miss Grace Terry, '37, and Mr. Reginald
Clough, '36. Mr. Robert Robertson, speaking for the
alumni, characterized President Holt as an "educational conquistador" who had come to Florida with courage equal to
that of the Spaniard of olden days. Mrs. Holt shared the
10.• The achievements resulting during the decennial of President Holt's
~dministration were summed up recently as follows:
"The tangible evidence of the great sacrifices of the first forty years of
the history of Rollins shows endowment and special funds slightly less than
$600,000, and buildings ancl equipment worth approximately $200,000, a total
lpproaching $800,000. Since the beginning of Dr. Holt's administration contributions amounting to more than $2,250,000 have been received. In addition to this, pledges or bequests aggregating some $300,000 more were secured from which no cash has been realized.
"Of the $2,250,000 which bas been raised, approximately one-third has
been aclcled to the permanent and specia l funds of the College. One-third
has gone into buildings and permanent equipment; one-third has been used
for scholarships, payment of faculty salaries and other current expeditures
during the ten-year period.
"At the encl of Dr. Holt's tenth year the enrollment is approximately 40 0
regular students who come from over two-thirds of tl1e states in the Union,
as well as a number of foreign countries. Standards have been raised consistent with this growth until Rollins is entitled to first rank with the leading colleges of arts and sciences. Notwitstanding the. large sums which
President Holt has raised, the present endowment and special funds amounting to approximately $1,400,000 are still far below the standard of comparable institutions maintaining a first class curriculum and having standards
equal to those of Rollins. The plant is now (1935) valued at approximately
$1,000,000 ."
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tribute paid by the next speaker, President John J. Tigert
of the University of Florida, who, on behalf of the colleges
of Florida, said that President Holt's influence had extended
to all the campuses of the state. President M. L. Brittain,
of the Georgia School of Technology, represented the institutions of higher education in the South; and Secretary
Robert L. Kelly of the Association of American Colleges,
in delivering the chief address, spoke for the colleges and
universities of the United States.
Immediately following the luncheon in honor of President
Holt, Mayor R. C. Baker of Winter Park presided at a
ceremony at the head of Interlachen Avenue in front of
Knowles Memorial Chapel in which he announced the naming of Holt Avenue. In presenting a bronze plaque 11*
on behalf of the citizens of Winter Park, Mr. Joshua Coffin
Chase said that the recent action of the City Commission
in striking from the city plat a meaningless name and substituting a significant one, honored the name of a man who
has accomplished much for the City and for the College
and who has greatly honored both.
The concluding exercises of November 3rd were held in
Knowles Memorial Chapel at 8: 15 P. M. The first speaker
was Professor Hanna who described conditions in Florida
leading up to the founding of Rollins.12* He was followed
by President E. C. Herrick of Andover Newton Theological School, which institution had been attended by five
charter trustees, including President Hooker. His subject
was "Rollins and Andover." The final address was given
by His _Excellency, Hon. David Sholtz, Governor of Florida, who called attention to the fact that the occasion was
II.• The plaque which was unveiled by President Holt's grandson, Alexander Holt Rotival, carried the following inscription:
In recognition of the distinguished
service rendered the City of Winter Park by
HAMILTON HOLT
and to mark the tenth anniversary of his
presidency of Roliins College, the City
Commission of Winter Park, on the occasion
of the Rollins Semicentennia l, 8 November
1035, designated this street
HOLT AVENUE
12.* This address is partly reproduced in Chapter I, "An Educational
Frontier."
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also the centennial of the public school system of Florida.
Governor Sholtz revealed the fact that one of his predecessors, Governor Francis P. Fleming, delivered the first
commencement address 13* at Rollins in 1890 and announced at that time, with justifiable pride, that Florida
supported 2,273 public schools with an enrollment of
86,000 pupils at an annual cost of $500,000. Governor
Sholtz compared these figures with the present advance in
Florida's educational development.
Preceded by the longest academic procession in the hi story of Rollins, the Semicentennial convocation was opened
in Knowles Memorial Chapel Monday morning, November
4th, with an invocation by Dean Arthur Sullivan Gale, of
the University of Rochester, whose father, fifty years before to the day, had given the address which officially opened
Rollins. Appraising the Rollins program of the last decade, President Holt said:
I came to Rollins ten years ago, after serving twenty-five
years as a magazine editor in New York City. I came with
but one unalterable conviction, namely, that the realities abound
in life more than in the colleges, and that, therefore, life has
more to teach the colleges than the colleges have to teach life.
If ever there was an amateur college president, evidently I was
such. I do not presume to say what education others may have
obtained at Rollins during the past decade, but if I were asked
what I have learned, I should include the following:
Fii'st. Nothing worth while comes easily. Half effort does
not produce half results. It produces no results. ·work, continuous work and hard work is the only way to accomplish results that last.
Second. One must not expect things to happen too quickly.
Patience may well be the watchword of every college president.
Ten years ago, I thought Rollins would be much farther advanced than it is today, but I have found that many people
whom I assumed would help me could not, or would not. My
greatest help has often come from unexpected sources at unexpected times.
Third. Age has as much to learn from youth as youth from
age. Age has wisdom. Youth has idealism. . .
13.* In referring to Florida educational institutions supported by private enterprise Governor Fleming said: " There is no better illustration of
this class than the magnificent college on your beautiful lakes. In Rollins
College everi1 citizen of the State ought to take pride."-The S01,thern Congregaticmclist, 5 June 1890.
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Fourth. By treating students with sympathy, understanding and respect anything can be done with them ...
Fifth. Any subject can be made interesting, first, if taught by
a good teacher, and, second, if the student is not permitted to
go faster than is just ified by his ability to master the subject. . .
Si:i:th. No educational institution can educate anybody. All
education is self-education. A college can aid, clarify, elucidate, stimulate and point the way, but the work must be done
and the path must be trod by the individual. How can the
student be inspired to assume the direction of his own future?
The wisest way, I believe, is first to provide him with teachers
he can respect, admire, love and therefore emulate, and, second,
to help him to acquire a philosophy of life or a religion, for
upon philosophy and religion depends conduct, and upon conduct
depends success in life. . .

After President Holt's address the delegates from educational institutions and associations, learned societies, other
organizations and public officials were presented and greeted
the President one by one.
Dr. Frank L. McVey, President of the University of
Kentucky and former President of the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, delivered the Semicentennial address, "National Trends." At its conclusion
he received the honorary degree of doctor of laws. Rollins
Decorations of Honor were conferred at this time on Mrs.
Gordon Jones, President of the Mothers Club and founder
of the Rollins Infirmary; Mr. Fritz J. Frank, trustee and
graduate of the Class of 1896, Charles A. Noone, '10, former
Vice-President of the Alumni Ass'n; Richard Feuerstein,
Ph.D., Professor of Modern Languages, who holds the longest record as a teacher on the faculty; Mrs. William Fremont
Blackman, widow of the former president of Rollins, and
Miss Alice Guild, first art teacher of Rollins. The convocation was closed with the benediction pronounced by
President Emeritus William H. Crawford of Allegheny
College.
A luncheon was held in the Commons at the conclusion
of the convocation in honor of the following charter students who spoke briefly: Miss Clara Louise Guild, M.A.,
Winter Park; Mr. Jacob Gazan, Savannah, Ga.; Mr. J ohn
H. Livingston, Quitman, Ga., Chairman of the 1935 Home-
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commg Reunion of the Alumni; Mrs. Henry Barnes
(Marion Coan), Rockville, Conn.; Mrs. B. A. Burns
(Allyne Sturdivant) Winter Park; Mr. S. Waters Howe,
Orlando; Mrs. William J. Collicut, (Margaret Hunter),
Goldenrod. Trustee Fritz J. Frank, '96, acted as toastmaster and also introduced Mr. Felix Grisette of the University of North Carolina, President of the American
Alumni Council, Mrs. Enid Broward Hardee, Rollins alumna
and daughter of the late Governor Broward, and Superintendent W. 8,. Cawthon of the Florida State Department
of Education.
The annual fall "Home-coming" events-an alumni dinner in the Commons over which Mr. C. A. Noone presided
and at which President Grisette of the American Alumni
Council was the speaker, and a football game with the University of Tampa, which resulted in an 18-6 victory for
the visiting team-concluded the three-day celebration in
final observance of the founding of Rollins College.
Rollins College in its infancy was, of course, a very modest
institution. At the beginning it was without all the material things with which a standard college should be equipped.
Yet the highest idealism of the Pilgram movement which
has so strongly influenced higher education in the United
States distinguished its founding and organization. This
is evident from a statement contained in a Bulletin of the
U. S. Bureau of Education, written in 1888:
" ... a very high standard is set, the curriculum of studies
and the requirements for admission following the same general lines and being fully equal to those which are commbn
to our best American colleges."14* This estimate of the
first standards of Rollins was published under the editorship of Professor H. B. Adams of Johns Hopkins, in a series
of contributions to American Educational History.
A local contemporary reference to Rollins, clipped from
the newspaper Lochmede, while of no value in a critical
study of historical sources, is interesting in its lofty and
highly colored prophecy. It read:
The pridt1 of Winter Park, beyond her fine hotels, her beautiful homes, and her present highly intelligent and refined popu14.*

Bush, op. cit., p. 4,8.
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lations, is her infant college. Through this she aspires to become tJ1e natural center of the educating, refining and Christianizing influences and forces of the State. By nourishing and
stimulating this vigorous young tree of knowledge. . . she may
well hope for an immortal fame as the alma mater, to whom the
now rising generation, and all those which are to follow, will
look with loving gratitude, as the fountain head of the new
civilization which they will surely learn to look upon as their
chief possession."15*
15,* Rollins is opening the second ha lf-century of its existence with a
$275,000 building program. Five dormitories, of the small club type, are
being constructed with a fund which is loaned by the United States Public
Works Administration.

K11owle1 Memorial Chapel where the Se111ice11te1111ial Co11vocatio11
4 Nove111be1· I9J5

W /IJ

held

APPENDIX
CHARTER FACULTY OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
Biographical Sketches
ABBOTT, LOUISE MARIA, born Burlington, Vermont, 15 September 1836, daughter of John A. and Lucy (Bennett) Abbott. Educated, private schools; the Burlington Female Seminary; finishing
school, Utica, New York; "Grande Ligne, Mission," Canada; and
Sauveur Summer School at the University of Vermont. Spent several seasons in Boston, New York and Washington. Organized private school, Burlington, Vermont. Instructor in French and other
subjects at Rollins College, Florida, 1885-92; during the first year,
1885-86, her salary was $550.00. Resigning on account of ill health,
spent several years in San Diego, California; Burlington, Vermont;
and Winter Park, Florida. Died in automobile accident, Winter
Park, Florida, 21 March 1917. Her only surviving relative, a niece,
Mrs. Wadsworth Ramsay Smith, Burlington, Vermont, placed a
fountain in front of Cloverleaf to honor Professor Abbott's memory,
and also presented a painting of her to the College at the Semicentennial exercises, 4 November 1935.
BARROWS, NATHAN. For biographical sketch see pages 53-54<.
HOOKER, EDWARD PAYSON, President.
sketch see page 3.

For a biographical

LLOYD, WILLIAM WEBSTER, A. M., B. D., born in St.
Charles, Illinois, 20 April 1864<, son of Rev. William A. and Helen M.
(Chamberlain) Lloyd. Educated, Lake View High School, Chicago,
Illinois; Beloit College, Beloit, Wisconsin, A. B., 1885, A. M., 1887;
Chicago Theological Seminary, B. D., 1886; Aberdeen Normal School,
1925-26; Chicago Institute of Applied Science, F. P. E., 1935. Instructor in Ancient Languages, Rollins College, 1885-86, his salary
being $800 for the year. In charge of Hull properties in Savannah,
Georgia, and Jacksonville, Florida, 1889-91; real estate, architecture
and building in Hand County, South Dakota; taught mathematics in
Princeton Collegiate Institute, Princeton, Kentucky, 1911-12; instructor in Latin and mathematics in Consolidated Schools of Ree
Heights, Hand County, and of Meadow, Perkins County, South
Dakota, 1920-23; professor of Greek and Latin in Jamestown College,
Jamestown, North Dakota, 1923-25. Address: 1500 Lincoln Street,
Evanston, Illinois.
MORTON, ANNIE WAWRON, born South Newmarket, New
Hampshire, 24< December 1856, daughter of Albert and Cynthia
(Waldron) Morton. Educated, high schools, Salmon Falls, New
Hampshire; Berwick Academy, South Berwick, Maine, graduating
in 1873, receiving the Cogswell Medal for excellence in English; State
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Normal School, Framingham, Massachusetts, graduating in 1879.
Instructor, Carlisle Indian School, Carlisle, Pennsylvania, 1882-84;
instructor and first history professor, Rollins College, 1885-91. During her first year, 1885-86, she received a salary of $600.00. Resigned professorship in 1891 because of ill health. Traveled in Scotland and England. Died in London, England, 29 August 1891; buried
in Mary le Bonne Cemetery, London. Surviving relatives: sister,
Mrs. Lizzie A. Walker, Berlin, Wisconsin; niece, Miss Flora A.
Walker, c/o C. A. DeVoe, Berlin, Wisconsin; nephew, Mr. Albert
N. Morton, Lowell, Massachusetts.

CHARTER TRUSTEES OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
Biographical Sketches
BALL, JOHN AUGUSTUS, born in Saratoga County, New York,
in 1837, a direct descendant of George Washington's great-greatgrandfather, Rev. Richard Ball, and the great-grandson of Rev. Eliphalet Ball, the founder of Ballston Spa, N'e w York. Educated, private schools; Geneoa Medical College; Collegiate Institute, Brockport,
New York. Enlisted, U.S. Army, 1864, and was commissioned 2nd
Lieutenant.
Married Amelia Brewster, of New York, 1867.
Ordained, Congregational minister, 1867.
His pastorates were
in New York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Florida.
One of
the founders of the Florida Congregational Association, 1883. Moderator, 1885. Retired from ministry, 1887. Mayor, New Smyrna,
Florida, two years. Charter trustee, Rollins College, and served
1885-87. Associate Editor and later Editor and Owner of the
New Smyrna, Breeze. Editor, Toccoa News, Toccoa, Georgia. Died
at Zephyrhills, Fla., in 1917. Surviving children: son, F. H. Ball,
Williamsburg, Va.; daughter, Mrs. Floyd Hougaboon, Avon Park,
Fla.
BARROWS, NATHAN, M. A., M. D., born in Hartford, Conn.,
20 February 1830, the eldest son of Rev. Elijah Porter and Sophia
(Hanks) Barrows, Educated, Western Reserve College, Hudson,
Ohio (now ,vestern Reserve University), A. B., 1850; M. A., 1853;
Cleveland Medical College, Western Reserve University, M. D., 1855;
College of Physicians and Surgeons (now Medical Department of
Columbia University), 1857-58. Phi Beta Kappa. Teacher, Phillips
Academy, Andover, Mass., 1855-56. House surgeon, Belleview Hospital, New York City, 1858-59. Practiced medicine: Newark, N. J.,
1859-60; New York City, 1860-61; Falmouth, Mass., 1862-63; Sandwich, Mass., 1863-65. Enlisted as surgeon in a regiment of New
York Volunteers in 1861, which disbanded before reaching the front.
Re-enlisted in regular army, but failed to pass examination because
of his eyes. Principal: Atkinson Academy, Atkinson, N. H., 1865-66;
Berwick Academy, South Berwick, Maine, 1866-68; Stevens High
School (organizer and first principal), Claremont, N. H., 1868-70;
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West Middle Grammar School, Hartford, Conn., 1880-82. Teacher
of mathematics, Kimball Union Free Academy, Meridan, N. H.,
1871-80. Moved to Orange City, Fla., in 1882, where he attempted
fruit raising. Charter trustee of Rollins College, and served 18851894. Professor of mathematics, Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.,
1885-95; during the first year, 1885-86, his salary was $800. He re.celved an additional $100 for acting as assistant treasurer. Married,
Susan E. Haines, 20 December 1862, at Falmouth, Mass. Died, East
Bridgewater, Mass., 4, March 1900. Son, Elijah Porter Barrows,
East Falmouth, Mass.
BIN'GHAM, CHARLES MORTIMER, born at Genessee, New
York, 16 June 1828. His father died when he was ten years of age,
and he was brought up on a farm in western New York State. Educated, Canadaigua Academy; Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio; Chicago Theological Seminary, B. D., 1870. Teacher, Canadaigua Academy, Canadaigua, N. Y. Married, Miss Myra Osborne, teacher, of
Center Moriches, La.
Ordained, 1870, and served pastorates
(Congregational) in Illinois, Iowa, and Daytona, Florida. Moved to
Florida in 1880, and was made Chaplain of the Daytona Institute,
under leadership of Miss Lucy Ann Cross. Mayor, Daytona, Fla. Read
an appeal prepared by Miss Cross for the establishment of a college
in Florida, before the Florida Congregational Association, of which
he was at that time moderator, March, 1884, which resulted in the
establishment of Rollins College. Charter trustee, Rollins College,
and served 1885-1904. Died, 1906. Daughter: Miss Grace D. Bingham, Daytona Beach, Fla.
CLARK, JOSEPH BOURNE, D. D., son of Joseph Sylvester and
Harriet Bates (Bourne) Clark, born in Sturbridge, Mass., 7 October
1836; direct descendant of Richard Warren, a passenger on the
Mayflower. Educated, Monson Academy; Phillips Academy; Amherst College, A. B., 1856; Andover Theological Seminary, B. D.,
1861. Ordained, Yarmouth, Mass., 10 October 1861. Pastorates,
First Congregational Church, Yarmouth, Cape Cod, Mass., 1861-68;
Central Church, Newtonville, Mass., 1868-72; Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
1872-79. Secretary of Massachusetts Home Missionary Society of
Boston, with residence at Dorchester, Mass., 1879-82; Corresponding Secretary of the American (later Congregational) Home Missionary Society, New York City, and editor, Home :Missionary Maga,zine, 1882-1907. New York Correspondent for Chicago Advance for
16 years. Served in the Christian Commission during the last months
of the Civil War with Dwight L. Moody in religious work for the
soldiers. Retired, 1908. Resident, Brooklyn, New York, 1888-1923.
Author: Leavi11.,g the Nation, BviM Sky (1911). Honorary degrees,
Amherst College, M. A., 1861; D. D., 1884!. Charter trustee, Rollins
College, and served 1885-1888. Phi Beta Kappa; Alpha Delta Phi.
Married (1), 1 September 1863, Eunice, daughter of James Matthews,
Yarmout, who died 9 November 1864. Married (2) 9 October 186-7,
Carrie M., daughter of Jeremiah Allen, ,vest Newton, Mass., who
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died 24 September 1876. Married (3) 23 October 1878, Clara N.,
daughter of Lewis N'. Herendeen, Falmouth, Mass. Died 10 July
1923, in Brooklyn, N. Y. Interred in the cemetery at Newton, Mass.
Surviving relatives: widow, Mrs. Clara Herendeen Clark, Falmouth,
Mass.; daughters, Mrs. Benjamin Cook, Fall River, Mass., and Mrs.
Henry M. Snevily, Westfield, N. J.; son, Mr. Joseph H. Clark, Oakland, Calif.
COBB, LEVI HENRY, D. D., was born 30 June 1827, Cornish,
N. H., the son of Levi and Calista S. {Bugbee) Cobb. Prepared for
college at Kimball Union Academy, Meriden, N. H. Graduated with
Phi Beta Kappa rank from Dartmouth College in 1854. Received
honorary degree from Dartmouth, D. D., 1881. Was graduated from
Andover Theological Seminary in 1857. Ordained Congregational
ministry, 28 ,October 1857. Pastori, North Andover, Mass., 1857-64;
Superintendent, Freedmen's Schools, Memphis, Tenn., 1864-65; instructor, Kimball Union Academy, 1865-67; pastor, Springfield, Vt.,
1867-74; Superintendent, American Home Missionary Society for
Minnesota, 1874-81; Rocky Mt. District, 1881-82; secretary, Congregational Church Building Society, New York City, 1882-1903. Trusstee, Carleton College; charter trustee, Rollins College and served
1885-87. Member of thr. International Congregational Council in
London, June, 1891. Member of the Anthropological Society and
of the American Institute of Christian Philosophy in New York.
Corporate member of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Editor of Church Bu-ilding Quarterly. Publications:
Sketch of Life of Dr. E. A. Knight, 1872; Sketcl~ of Life of Deacon
Orin Lock, 1873; A Pict1iresque R eview, the Record of Half a Cenfllitry, 1903; Ideal Home 1904. Associate Editor, Congregational
Work, 1886-1903. Married, 12 J1muary 1858, at Malone, N. Y ., Harriet Jane, the daughter of Russell and Maria {Tyler) Herrick of
Essex, Vt. None of his four children survive. Died 5 February
1906, Maynard, Mass.
COMSTOCK, WILLIAM CHARLES, A. M., son of Charles and
Julia (Sprague) Comstock, was born in Oswego County, N'ew York,
20 October 1847. Educated: Northwestern Academy, graduating in
1863; Northwestern University, A. B ., 1867; A. M., 1870. Member,
Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Psi, Northwestern University.
Grain business, Chicago, Illinois, 1868-93. Member of the Chicago
Board of Trade, 1875-192•1. Married, Ellen K. Douglas, daughter of
Judge Samuel Douglas, Evanston, Ill., in 1868. Failing in health,
made Florida his winter home, 1877-1924. Charter trustee, Rollins
College, and served 1885-1924. Member, St. Mark's Episcopal
Church, Evanston, III. Republican. Died in Chicago, III., 24 September 1924. Surviving relatives: sister, Miss Alice Comstock, Evanston, Ill.; brother, Mr. Alfonso Comstock, Evanston, Ill.; niece, Miss
Elinor Douglas Flood, Winter Park, Fla.; nephews, Mr. James
Douglas Flood and Mr. Robert E. Flood, Chicago, III.
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FAIRBANKS, FRANKLIN, son of Joseph Fairbanks, was born
at St. Johnsbury, Vt., 18 June 1828. Educated: Peacham Academy,
Peacham, Vt., and Academy at Darien, N. H. When 18 years of
age entered scale factory established at St. Johnsbury, Vt., by his
father and uncles. Admitted to partnership in the Fairbanks Scale
Co., in 1856; later, President. Served as Superintendent of North
Church Sunday School, St. Johnsbury, Vt. Member of International
Sunday School Committee. Married Frances A. Clapp, 8 December
1852. Charter trustee of Rollins College and served 1885-95. Died,
24 April 1895. Surviving daughter, Mrs. F. H. Brooks, of Newton
Highlands, Mass.
FOSTER, HENRY, M. D., son of Henry and Polly (Hubbard)
Foster, was born 18 January 1821, in Norwich, Windham County,
Vermont. Educated: Milan N'ormal School, and Medical College at
Cleveland, Ohio (now Western Reserve University); M. D., 1848.
In charge of medical department of the New Graefenberg Water
Cure, Utica, N. Y., 1848-49. Editor, '1.'he New Graefenberg Reporter,
1848-4'9. Founder, Clifton Springs Sanitarium, 1849. Resident,
California, 1864-67. Winter resident, Lake Charm, Fla., 1867-1901.
Built Chapel and Parsonage at Lake Charm, Fla., in memory of his
brother. Director, Lyman Bank, Sanford. Charter trustee, Rollins
College, and served 1885-1894. Organized the "Oviedo, Lake Charm
and Lake Jessup Railroad." Married, Mary Edwards, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., June, 1871. Died, 15 January 1901.
GALE, SULLIVAN FRENCH, D. D., son of Sullivan Boutwell
and Rhoda Athelia (French) Gale, born Plainfield, Vt., 11 February
1842. Was graduated, Barre Academy, Barre, Vt., 1860; University
of Vermont, 1864. Sergeant in Civil War. Assistant principal of
Barre Academy, 1864-66. Attended Union Theological Seminary,
New York, graduating, B. D . degree, 1869. Ordained by Council
at New Marlboro, Mass., 23 June 1869. Pastorates: New Marlboro,
Mass., 1869-76; Appleton, Wis., 1876-81; Romeo, Mich., 1881-83 ;
Jacksonville, Fla., 1883-86. Superintendent of Congregational Home
Missionary Society for Florida, 1883-1888; superintendent, Georgia
and Alabama, 1888-1893; for Alabama, 1896-99. Honorary degree,
D. D., Knox College, 1903. Charter trustee, Rollins College, and
served 1885-1909. Married, 13 May 1869, in Temple, N.'. H., to Elizabeth Taylor Felt, daughter of Daniel and Eliza (Taylor) Felt. Died,
16 July 1909, Jacksonville, Fla. Surviving children: sons, Dean Arthur S. Gale, University of Rochester, New York and Frank H.
Gale, Schenectady, N. Y.; daughter, Mrs. George C. Bedell, Jacksonville, Fla.
HOOKER, EDWARD PAYSON.
page 3.

For biographical sketch, see

KITCHEL, HARVEY DENISON, D.D., born in Whitehall, N.
Y., 3 February 1812; son of Rev. Jonathan and Caroline (Holly)
Kitchel. Was graduated at Middlebury, Vt., A. B., with high honors,
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in 1835; A. M., 1838. Member of Phi Beta Kappa. Taught at
Castleton Seminary, Vermont, 1835; studied at Andover Theological
Seminary, 1835-36; tutor, Middlebury, 1836-37; was graduated from
Yale Theological Seminary, 1838. Pastor at 'l'homastim, Conn.,
1838-48 ; of the First Congregational Church, Detroit, Mich., 1848-61';
of Plymouth Church, Chicago, III., 1864-66, and President of Middlebury College, as successor to President Labaree, 1866-75, but during
the year 1874 was relieved of the care of the office by Professor
Parker, of the chair of mathematics and philosophy. Resigned the
presidency in 1875 and made his home in East Liverpool, Ohio. He
received the honorary degree of A. M. from Yale in 1865, and that
of D . D., from Middlebury in 1858. Corporate member of the A. B.
C. F. M., 1851-86. An original donor to Rollins; charter trustee,
Rollins College, and served 1885-87. He was married (1) 20 August
1838, to Ann Smith, daughter of David and Jerusha (Smith) Sheldon, of Ruport, Vt., who died l June 1858, and left six sons, of whom
Cornelius L. became a clergyman. Married (2) 25 June 1863, to
Mrs. Ophelia Gear (Kimberly) Sayre, daughter of Thompson and
Deborah (Griffin) Kimberly, of Amherst, Mass., who died 21 Juue
1864. Married (3) 20 June 1866, to Mrs. Harriet (Tyrrell), widow
of William Riley Smith, of Milwaukee, Wis., and daughter of Truman and Aurelia (Morse) Tyrrell, of L anesboro, Mass. He died
suddenly while addressing an audience in Dansville, N. Y., 11 September 1895. One of his grandsons, Cornelius P. Kitchel, of New
York and Vero Beach, Fla., participated in the April 17 Semicente.nnial ceremony.
KNOWLES, FRANCIS BANGS.
page 35.

For biographical sketch, see

LYMAN, FREDERICK WOLCOTT.
footnote, page 7.

For biographical sketch see

ROLLINS, ALONZO W. For biographical sketch, see pages 31-32.
RUSSELL, ALBERT JONATHAN, son of William Hathaway
and Sarah Ann (Iseman) Russell, was born in Petersburg, Va.,
15 January 1829. Ophaned when only fourteen years of age. Was
g raduated, Anderson Academy, Petersburg, Va. Studied architecture and building under Mr. Ambler of Richmond, Va. Architect:
Philadelphia, Pa.; Charleston, S. C. , 1852~59. Removed to Florida
in 1859 and established offices as architect in L ake City and Jacksonville. Enlisted, Company G, 2nd Regiment Florida Infantry, Confederate States Army, 9 May 1861. First Lieutenant, 1862. Later
Major. Member, City Council of Jacksonville. Elected presidential
elector, 1880. Methodist. Chairman of Board of Public Instruction,
Duval County; County Superintendent, 1877-84. Appointed State
Superintendent of Public Instruction by Governor W. F. Bloxham, .
1881.-1893. D elivered address, first graduating class of Rollins College, 1890. Charter trustee, Rollins College, and served 1885-91.
Died, 17 January 1896.
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SMITH, STEPHEN D., ordained Congregational minister, 1875.
Pastor, Anita, Iowa, 1877; Lead City, Dakota, 1880-84; Orlando,
Fla., 1884-86, 1888-89. Charter trustee, Rollins College, 1885-89, and
first secretary of the Board of Trustees. Opposed granting right
of way to proposed Winter Park and Orlando Railroad ("Dinky
Line") . Editor and business manager of Btato Tomporance Alliance,
first prohibition paper published in Florida. Residence, Dahlonega,
Ga., 1890-91; Orlando, Fla., 1892-1902; Winter Park, Fla., 1903; Atlanta, Ga., 1909. Died in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
STAFFORD, B. T., pastor, Congregational Church, Mt. Dora,
Fla.; Tangerine, Fla. Charter Trustee of Rollins College, and served
1885-1892.
TOMLINSON, JOSEPH ALEXANDER, was born in Bedford,
Pa., 28 March 1844. Educated, Pennsylvania College at Gettsburg
(now Gettysburg College), A. B., 1869; A. M., 1879; Gettysburg
Seminary, 1870-71; Yale University Divinity School, 1871-72. D. D.,
Washington College, Pa., 1900. Ordained, 10 September 1872, in
Lutheran Church, Bellefonte, Pa. Pastor: Bellefonte, Pa., 1872~73;
Ghent, Pa., 1874-75. Agent, Lutherian Publication Society, 1873-711.
Andover Theological Seminary, 1875-76. Installed pastor in Congregational Church, East Haven, Conn., 1877-80; Westbrook, Ct.,
1880-83; Longwood, Fla., 1884-87; Orlando, Fla., 1887-88. Charter
Trustee, Rollins College, and served 1885-89. Residence, Philadelphia, Pa., 1888-1921. Married Miss M. M. Miller of Philadelphia,
Pa. Died in Germantown, Pa., 1921.
TREMAIN, ROSS CLARKE, born in Republic, Ohio, 29 September 1841. Educated: Oberlin College, 1866-67. Married, 14 August
1869, to Georgiana A. Risley, Oberlin, 1862-65. Served in Civil War
as Private, Company A, 55th Ohio Volunteers, 1861-65. Pioneer
resident, Mt. Dora, Fla., 1875-1912. Charter member, Congregational
Church of Mt. Dora; Deacon; Sunday School Superintendent; President of Young People's Society. Realtor; merchant; citrus grower
and packer. Treasurer of town of Mt. Dora. Promoter, South Florida Chautauqua. Charter Trustee of Rollins College, and served
1885-87. Died, 3 July 1912, in Cincinnati, Ohio. Surviving relative:
son, R. L. Tremain, Mt. Dora, Fla.
WALKER, GEORGE LEON, D. D., son of Rev. Charles and
Lucretia (Ambrose) Walker, was born in Rutland, Vt., 30 April
1830. Clerk in the office of his uncle, Hon. Amasa Walker, Secretary of State of Massachusetts, 1850-53. Studied law and theology
with his father, and resident at Andover, 1857-58. Europe, 1873-74.
Ordained, IS October 1858. Pastor: State Street Church, Portland,
Maine, 1858-67; Center Church, New Haven, Conn., as colleague of
Dr. Leonard Bacon, 1868-73; Brattleboro, Vt., 1875-78; First Church,
Hartford, Conn., 1879-92; emeritus, 1892-1900. Corporate member
of the American Board; fellow of Yale University, 1887-99; one of
the visitors of Andover Seminary, 1888-89; chairman of the Board.
Delegate to the National Councils of 1865, 1877, 1880 and 1889, and
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a member of the creed commission. Member of the committee of
nine of the American Board in 1889. Honorary degrees, M. A.,
Middlebury College, 1858; D. D., Yale University, 1870. Charter
Trustee, Rollins College, and served 1885-1886. Married (1) 16 September 1858, Maria, daughter of Nathan B. and Margaret (Miller)
Williston, of Brattleboro, Vt., who died 31 August 1865. Married
(2) 15 September 1870, Ameli a Read, daughter of George and Maria
(Read) Larned, of Thompson, Conn., who died 30 October 1898.
Died, 14 March 1900, Hartford, Conn.
WELCH, MOSES COOK, son of Dr. Archibald and Cynthia
(Hyde) Welch, was born in Mansfield, Conn., 31 July 1827. Was
graduated from Yale College in 1850 and from Yale Divinity School
in 1853. For a short time after his graduation he was a tutor at
Yale. Ordained as minister in Congregational Church in Wethersfield, Conn., 5 N'o vember 1862. Chaplain, 5th Connecticut Infantry,
1862-64. Pastor of the Congregational Church at Storrs, Conn.,
where his grandfather and his great-grandfather had been pastors
for nearly half a century. In 1881 he organized the Congregational
Church of Pomona, Florida, and served as its pastor until 1901, after
which he was made pastor emeritus. Charter Trustee, Rollins College, and served 1885-96. Married in Windsor, Conn., 15 September
1864, Sarah Dwight, daughter of Timothy Dwight, former president
of Yale University, and Sarah (Welles) Mills. Died at Hartford,
Conn., 7 April 1913, and was buried at Windsor, Conn. Surviving
daughter: Miss Mary Welch, Hartford, Conn.

ORIGINAL DONORS TO ROLLINS COLLEGE
The bid of $114,180 which brought the College to Winter Park
consisted of the following gifts which were entered in the journal
of the first Treasurer, A. W. Rollins, under date of 11 March 1886,
as follows:
CAPEN & Co., JAMES SEYMOUR CAPEN
Long-time secretary of the Winter Park Company
Land in Winter Park
OLIVER E. CHAPMAN
Co-founder of Winter Park
Land in Winter Park
Mns. C. S. CLARK
Mother-in-law of F. W. Lyman
Cash to be paid as fast as possible
\V. C . CollISTOCK
Charter Trustee
Cash to be paid from proceeds of sale of a piece
of land in Chicago, or sooner if possible
Mns. W. C. COMSTOCK
Land in Winter Park

$

510

1,000

5,000

5,000
600
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JoHN W. Come
President of Illinois State Normal University, of
Northern I llinois State Normal School and of
National Education Ass'n; editor and author.
Land in Winter Park
$ 285
FRANKLIN FAmBANJCS
Charter Trustee
Cash
1,000
GENERAL SAMUEL G. FRENCH
Classmate of Gen. U. S. Grant at West Point; wounded
at Battle of Buena Vista, Mexico; Major General in
Confederate Army; author of Two Wars
Land in Winter Park
900
GEORGE w. GODFREY
Cash
50
DR. MILL.En A. HENKEL
First physician of Winter Park and of
Rollins; mayor of Winter Park
Land in Winter Park
250
DR. H. D. KITCHEL
Charter Trustee
Cash
500
F. B. KNOWLES
Charter Trustee
Cash
5,000
A. s. LAMSON
Land in Winter Park
500
C. E. LAMSON
Five-year note from April 28, 1885, 6%
200
F. w. LYMAN
Charter Trustee
Cash within 5 years from April 10, 1885
5,000
JUDGE JOHN R . MIZELL
Son of David Mizell, first white settler in Winter Park, 1858
Land in Winter Park
1,000
GEORGE w. MOYERS
Pioneer in saw mill business in Orange County;
maintained saw mill near present site of
Cloverleaf Cottage
Demand note
100
PELEG PECKHAM
Cash
2,000
vv ILsoN PHELPs
Citrus grower and realtor; published maps of
Lake View, 1874 and Osceola, 1878 (both now
Winter Park)
Land in Winter Park
600
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A. w. ROLLINS
Charter Trustee
Money and land
$50,000
ROBERT M. ,vHITE, Jn.
First Mayor of Winter Park; constructed building
(White's Hall) in which first classes of Rollins were held
Four-year note
100
'\TINTER PARK Co~IP,\NY

Stock
Land ( campus site)
Total

$25,000
9,585

34,585
.$114,180

DELEGATES WHO WERE PRESE TED AT THE SEMICENTENN'IAL CONVOCATIO
4 NOVEMBER 1935
FLORIDA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Edward Conradi, M.A.,
Ph.D., LL.D, President
William S. Allen, M.A., Ph.D.,
John B . Stetson University
President
John J. Tigert, M.A., LL.D., Ed.D.,
University of Florida
D.C.L., Litt.D., L .H.D., President
B. F. Ashe, B.S.E., LL.D., President
University of Miami
F. H. Spaulding, M.A., President
University of Tampa
Florida State College for Women

COLLEGES A D UN'IVERSITIES FROM OTHER STATES
1636 Harvard University. Eugene Rodman Shippen, D.D.,
Alumnus
1693 College of William and Mary. C. Irving Carey, A.B., Alumnus
1701 Yale University. James H. Elder, Ph.D., Research Assistant
in Psychobiology at Yale Laboratories of Primate
Biology in Florida
1746 Princeton University.
Lloyd I. Gibbons, A. B., Alumnus
Edwin 0. Grover, Litt.D., Alumnus
1769 Dartmouth College.
George D. Grice, M.A., Acting1770 College of Charleston.
President
1776 Hampden-Sydney College. Lindsay E. McNair, D.D.,
Alumnus
1782 ,vashington College. Frederick B. Noble, LL.B., Alumnu&
1783 Dickinson College. Malcolm B. Sterrett, M.A., Ph.B. LL.B.,
Alumnus
1787 University of Pittsburgh. W. Glenn Phillips, D.D.S., Alumnus
1789 University of North Carolina.
Felix A. Grisette, M.A.,
Director of Loyalty Fund
1795 Union College.
Archibald S. Derby, Ph.B., LL.B., Alumnus
1800 Andover Newton Theological School. Everett C. Herrick,
D.D., LL.D., President
1800 Middlebury College. George T. Lewis, Ph.D., Alumnus
1812 Hamilton College. Carroll L. Bates, A.B., Alumnus
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1815
1817
1819
1819
1820
1821
1821
1824,
1826
1826
1827
1831
1832
1832
1833
1833
1834,
1836
1836
1836
1836
1836
1837
1837
1837
1838
1839
1839
184,4,
1845
1846
1846
1846
1847
1847
18,n
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William H. Crawford, B.D., D.D., LL.D.,
President Emeritus
University of Michigan. George E. Carrothers, M.A., Ph.D.,
Professor of Education and Director of the Bureau
of Cooperation with Educational Institutions
Centre College. C. H. Ferran, M.A., D.D., Alumnus
Maryville College. Lauren E. Brubaker, B.D., D.D., Trustee
Indiana University. Edward Conradi, M.A., Ph.D., LL.D.,
Alumnus
Amherst College. C. Arthur Lincoln, B.D., S.T.M., D.D.,
Alumnus
George Washington University. Avery D. Andrews, LL.B.,
Trustee
Rensselrer Polytechnic Institute. A. A. Stuart, C.E., Alumnus
Mississippi College. R. C. Beaty, M.A., Alumnus
Western Reserve University. Charles F. Thwing, S.T.D.,
LL.D., Litt.D., L.H.D., President Emeritus
Hanover College, Edward S. Bridges, A.B., Alumnus
Wesleyan University. Raymond C. Baker, B.S., Alumnus
Mercer University. Spright Dowell, M.A., LL.D., President
Randolph-Macon College. James M. Leake, Ph.D., Alumnus
Oberlin College. Ernest C. Pye, B.D., D.D., Alumnus
University of Delaware. Ralph B. Kyle, B.C.E., C.E.,
Alumnus
Wake Forest College. William L. Poteat, LL.D.,
President Emeritus
Alfred University. Susan Howell Ames, Trustee
Davidson College. C. H. Ferran, M.A., D.D., Trustee
Emory University. Spessard L. Holland, Ph.B., Alumnus
Wesleyan College. Dice R. Anderson, M.A., Ph.D., LL.D.,
President
Union Theological Seminary. H. L. Taylor, B.D., M.A.,
Ph.D., Alumnus
Knox College. Loomis C. Leedy, B.S., Alumnus
Mount Holyoke College. Ethel Green Lincoln, A.B., Alumna
Muskingum College. Robert A. Campbell, A.B., Alumnus
Greensboro College for Women. L. L. Gobbel, Ph.D.,
President
University of Missouri. Herman F. Harris, M.A., Alumnus
Virginia Military Institute. Harry P. Baya, C.E., Alumnus
Ohio Wesleyan University. Donald S. Allen, M.A., Alumnus
University of Buffalo. F. F. Thompson, D.D.S., Alumnus
Beloit College. William W. Lloyd, B.D., M.A., Alumnus
Mount Union College. B. F. Ashe, B.S.E., LL.D., Alumnus
University of Mississippi. G. H. Cairns, A.B., Alumnus
College of the City of New York. W. H. Starr, B.S., Alumnus
Lawrence College. Wilson S. Naylor, M.A., S.T.B., D.D.,
Dean Emeritus
Rockford College. Elizabeth Williams Taylor, A.B., Alumna
Allegheny College.
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1848 University of Wisconsin. Orin Crooker, B.S., Alumnus
1849 Austin College. E. F. Montgomery, B.D., M.A., D.D.,
Alumnus
1849 William Jewell College. Walter J. Matherly, M.A., Alumnus
1850 University of Rochester. Arthur S. Gale, M.A., Ph.D.,
Dean of Freshmen
1851 Milwaukee-Downer College. Leila Coleman Collins, A.B.,
Alumna
1851 Northwestern University. Phyllis Hayford Hutchings, B.S.,
Ph.D., Alumna
1852 Mills College. Rosalind Cassidy, M.A., Professor of Physical
Education
1853 Cornell College. Lucius C. Clark, S.T.B ., D.D., Alumnus
1854 University of Iowa. C. A. Vanoy, Ph.D., Alumnus
1855 Pennsylvania State College. Fred Lewis Pattee, M.A., Litt.M.,
Litt.D., Professor Emeritus of American Literature
and Lecturer on American Literature
1856 Saint Lawrence University. Orin Crooker, B.S., Alumnus
1857 Lake Forest College. S. P. Robineau, A.B., Alumnus
1858 Susquehanna University. C. A. Fisher, M.A., D.B.A., Ph.D.,
Alumnus
1861 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Henry M. Mansfield,
B.S., Alumnus
1861 Vassar College. Aletta Platt Holden, A.B., Alumna
1863 Manhattan College. Edward F. Weinberg, B.S., C.E.,
Alumnus
1863 Massachusetts State College.
Henry T. Fernald, Ph.D.,
former Professor of Entomology and Dean of Graduate
School, and Mary Turck Hanscomb, B.S., Alumna
1864! Bates College. Venila L. Shores, M.A., Ph.D., Alumna
1864 University of Denver. Charles A. Campbell, B.D., D.D.,
Alumnus
1865 Cornell University. Clarence A. Martin, D.Sc., Professor
Emeritus of Architecture
1865 University of Arkansas. Leroy Highfill, A.B., Alumnus
1865 University of Kansas. Donald M. Swarthout, Mus.D., Dean
of School of Fine Arts
1865 University of Kentucky. Frank L. McVey, Ph.D., President
1865 Washburn College. Wilson S. Naylor, M.A., S.T.B., D.D.,
Alumnus
1865 Worcester Polytechnic Institute. E. l. Burleigh, B.S.,
Alumnus
1866 College of Wooster. Kenneth G. Weihl, Ph.D., Alumnus
1867 University of Illinois. Helen Moore, Mus.B., Alumna
1867 Western Maryland College. Miriam Lewis Veasey, A.B.,
Alumna
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1869 Boston University.
1869
1869
1870
1870
1870
1871
1872
1872
1873
1873
1873
1874
1875
1876
1876
1877
1880
1880
1881
1881
1885
1885
1885
1885
1886
1887
1889
1889
1891
1891
1891
1892

Daniel L. Marsh, Ph.D., D.D., LL.D.,
L.H.D., LittD., President
Louisiana State University. James B. Trant, Ph.D., Dean of
the College of Commerce
Wilson College. Margaret Sloan Caldwell, A.B., Alumna
Hunter College. Lewis D. Hill, M.A., Head of Physics
Department and Dean of Studies
Syracuse University. R. W. Blacklock, A.B., Alumnus
Wellesley College. Angela Paloma Campbell, M.A., Alumna
Smith College. Leila Holt Rotival, A.B., Alumna
University of Oregon. Earl E. Fleischman, Ph.D., Alumnus
University of South Dakota. Henry Hanson, M.A., M.D.,
Alumnus
Drury College. William Melcher, M.A., Ph.D., Alumnus
State Teachers College of Alabama. Gladys Garnett, L.I.,
Alumna
Vanderbilt University. Samuel H. Mann, Jr., LL.B., Alumnus
Rose Polytechnic Institute. Edson F. Folsom, B.S., M.M.E.,
Alumnus
Southwestern College. Ulysses S. Gordon, B.D., D.D.,
Alumnus
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas.
G. H. Blackmon, M.A., Alumnus
Johns Hopkins University. William A. Scott, Ph.D., LL.D.,
Alumnus
Western Kentucky State Teachers College. C. Perry Snell,
Alumnus
Bridgewater College. H. A. Shaver, A.B., Alumnus
Case School of Applied Science. Milton B. Punnett, Sc.B.,
Sc.D., Alumnus
Connecticut State College. Robert I. Dewell, LL.B., Alumnus
Milligan College. June Humphreys Smedley, A.B., Alumna
Bryn Mawr College. Hilda Sprague-Smith, A.B., Alumna
Georgia School of Technology. M. L. Brittain, LL.D.,
President
Goucher College. Mary Anderson Twachtman, A.B., Alumna
Michigan College of Mining and Technology.
James C. Hartness, E.M., Alumnus
H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College. Pie.rce Butler, M.A.,
Ph.D., Dean
Pomona College. Charles K. Edmunds, Ph.D., President
Agnes Scott College. Lucille Smith Bishop, A.B., Alumna
Elon College. Leon Smith, M.A., D.D., President
California Institute of Technology. Lawrence E. Kinsler,
Ph.D., Alumnus
Drexel Institute. Rudolph Weaver, B.S., Alumnus
Meredith College. Gladys Byrum Bookhardt, A.B., Alumna
University of Chicago. Maud Sparkman Lofberg, M.A.,
Alumna
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1893 American University.
1893
1893
1904
1908
1908
1911
1911
1919
1923

Lucius C. Clark, S.T.B ., D.D.,
Chancellor Emeritus
Hood College. Ruth E. Mier, A.B ., Alumna
University of N'ew Hampshire. Fred H. Heath, Ph.D.
Alumnus
Western State Teachers College of Michigan.
Robert F. Smith, B.S.A., Alumnus
Oklahoma College for Women. Kemper Moore, A.B., Alumna
State Teachers College, Harrisonburg, Virginia.
Mildred Henderson Schirard, B.S ., Alumna
Southern Methodist University. Rhea M. Smith, M.A.,
Alumnus
Western State College of Colorado. Ethel Knox Melcher,
A.B., Alumna
Saint Joseph's College. Sister Mary Alice, A.B., D.O.
Morehead State Teachers College. Helen W . Laxson, A.B.,
Alumna

LEARNED SOCIETIES AND EDUCATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
1776
1831
185•1
1876
1882
1886
1889
1895
1899
1913
1914
1915
193•1

United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa. William A. Shimer,
Ph.D., Executive Secretary
American Classical League. Clara Louise Guild, M.A.,
Member
Florida Baptist Convention. C. M. Brittain, D.D., Executive
Secretary-Treasurer
American Library Association. William F. Yust, M.A., B.L.S.,
Member
American Association of University Women.
Katherine Rogers Adams, Ph.D., Chairman, Committee on
Membership and Maintaining Standards
Sigma Xi Fraternity. Charles B. Vance, M.Sc., Ph.D.,
Member
American Academy of Political and Social Science.
David Sholtz, LL.B., Member
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,
Frank L. McVey, Ph.D., LL.D., former president
American Astronomical Society. Phyllis Hayford Hutchings,
Ph.D., Member
American Alumni Council. Felix A. Grisette, M.A., President
Association of American Colleges. Robert L. Kelley, LL.D.,
L.H.D., Executive Secretary
Mathematical Association of America. F. W. Kokomoor,
M.A., Ph.D., Chairman, Southeastern Section
Florida College Association. H. W. Chandler, M.S., President
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PUBLIC OFFICIALS
His Excellency David Sholtz, Governor of Florida
Raymond C. Baker, Mayor of Winter Park
James J. Banks, Representative, Fifth District
C. Fred Ward, Representative, Fifth District

DELEGATES WHO ATTENDED SEMICENTENNIAL CONFERENCES 2 NOVEMBER 1935 OR 3 NOVEMBER 1935
OR BOTH, BUT WHO WERE NOT PRESENT
4 NOVEMBER 1935
FLORIDA COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Florida Southern College. Ludd M. Spivey, M.A., B.D., Ed.D.,
LL.D., President
Palm Beach Junior College Howard L. Watkins, A.B.,
Supervising Principal
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES FROM OTHER STATES
175-1,
1842
1846
1855
1861
1881
1884
1890
1897
1900

Columbia University. George A. K. Sutton, LL.B., Alumnus
Howard College. T. V. Neal, D.D., President
Grinnell College. C. Ward Macy, M.A., Ph.D., Alumnus
Elmira College. Marie McMains Bennett, B.S., Alumna
University of Washington. Elizabeth Neville Williamson,
M.S., Alumna
Yankton College. Carl M. Willis, A.B., Alumnus
Hendrix College. Joe. A. Youngblood, A.B., Alumnus
North Dakota Agricultural College. Max Waldron, B.S.,
Alumnus
Trinity College. Mrs. Arthur Corcoran, A.B., Alumna
Carnegie Institute of Technology. K. F. Hughes, B.S., Ch.E.,
Alumnus
LEARN'ED SOCIETIES AND EDUCATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

1857

National Education Association.

1886

Florida Education Association.

James S. Rickards, A.B.,
Member
James S. Rickards, A.B.,
Executive Secretary

PUBLIC OFFICIALS
E. L. Robinson, M.A., County Superintendent, Hillsborough
County Schools
W. S. Cawthon, M.A., Superintendent, Florida State De.p artment of Public Instruction
Walter W. Rose, Senator, Fifth District
Judson B. Walker, M.A., County Superintendent, Orange
County Schools
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